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MODELS

GUARANTEED FOR 60 DAYS
TO EQUAL $200.00 DETECTORS OR YOUR MONEY BACK

TENTED DESIGN DETECTS BURIED GOLD, SILVER

COINS, JEWELRY INDIAN ARTIFACTS AND

CIVILWAR SOUVENIRS

OQ95
f I . ^ ^ P POSTPAID

M A R K I V WITHOUT METER

39 9 5

OUTSTANDING FEATURES FOUND ,N OUR
INSTRUMENTS AND OTHERS SELLING FOR UP TO $200.00
• FIVE SILICON PLANAR TRANSISTORS
• PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD construction throughout.
• FIVE-INCH DIAMETER SEARCH HEAD included with each unit for general purpose

use.Three and ten-inch diameter Search Heads may be purchased with unit or added later.
• THREE COARSE TUNERS and switch in each unit for maximum sensitivity and minimum

drift when using.

• SEPARATE THUMBWHEEL CONTROLS for fine tuning and volume allows one-hand opera-
tion.

• DYNAMIC 2%-INCH, 8-OHM SPEAKER, internal and plug-in earphone included in each unit.

• 100 MICRO AMPERE METER that will deflect when audio signal is not detectable included in
Metermaster along with extra diode and sensitive, full view meter.

• HEAVY DUTY ANODIZED TELESCOPING ALUMINUM TUBES with single lock nut to set
best length for user's height, adjustable from sixteen to thirty inches.

• COMPLETELY WIRED (not a kit and no radio necessary for operation).

• NINE-VOLT BATTERY, Eveready 216 or equivalent, included with each unit.
a ATTRACTIVELY STYLED high impact molded case and Search Heads balanced for long use

without tiring.
• WEIGHT LESS THAN 2 POUNDS.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES
Operates by comparing the frequencies ot two colpitts oscillators and
amplifying the audio frequency which is the sum of the difference. The
fixed oscillator is controlled by the thumbwheel tuner. The variable
oscillator changes its inductance when the Search Head is brought
into close proximity of any metal. This difference when amplified is
heard in the earphone or speaker, as an audio signal tone, or deflects
the meter.

POSTPAID

METERMASTER K R
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

NOW AVAILABLE
WITH 3

SEARCH HEADS
SEARCH HEAD $895

DEPTH RANGE MIN. 0 " MAX. 9" POSTPAID
Exceptionally sensitive to small nuggets, coins and |
rings, even when buried on edge. Useful for search-
ing walls of old homesteads and crevices where
larger heads cannot enter.

INCLUDED
WITH DETECTOR5" SEARCH HEAD

DEPTH RANGE MIN. 1 " MAX. 24"

Will detect large coins, watches, lighters and pens. Best
general purpose head for beach combing, searching old farm
fields and circus lots.

10" SEARCH HEAD $1095

DEPTH RANGE MIN. 4 " MAX. 60" POSTPAID

Best sensitivity on large objects, buried deep; like chests,
tools, jars of coins, bars or veins of gold, silver and other
precious metals. Can also be used to search large areas quickly.

FREE $14 95 VALUE ATTACHE CASE
Carries your metal detector, search heads, battery, earphone, maps, books and
magazines. An ebony black Unilite case, braced with handsome aluminum
closures. Smooth "slide action" nickle plated locks and two keys, secures
your equipment in a fitted charcoal grey foam and protects it from the rough-
est handling. The interior lid contains a wide folio pocket. Included is a

BIG 196-page book, "Lost Treasures And How To Find Them", describ-
ing hundreds of famous treasure caches in almost every state, with
suggestions on how to get started.

SEND MARK IV OR METER MASTER. THREE SEARCH COILS AND MY FREE
TREASURE HUNTERS COMPtETE BAG IF I AM NOT SATISFIED AFTER 60

DAYS I WIL L RETURN THE INSTRUMENT AND MY MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED
THE ATTACHE CASE AND BOOK WILL BE MINE TO KEEP.

TO ORDER: Send Cash, Check
or Money Order. In N.J. add
5% State Tax. $3.00 deposit

for C.O.D.

TREASURE HOUSE
A Div.sion of SOLIDTRONICS MFG CORP.

OFPT LJA2C TFNNENT . N J. 07763 ©1970
• Send 3" SEARCH HEAD 8.95
• Send 10" SEARCH HEAD 10.95 Name

Send MARK IV DETECTOR 29.95 MdTess

Includes sensitive earphone and 9V battery
• Send METER MASTER DETECTOR 39.95 citY

Includes meter, sensitive earphone and 9V battery state zip
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P.D.Q
THE MOST VERSATILE UNIT

ON THE MARKET TODAY!

P.D.Q. Gem
Drill Accessories

AS A DRILL

Basic unit. Drills clean holes faster. Comes with
motor, chuck, foot rheostat, drill pan and drilling tem-
plate. Booklet of operating instructions included.
Nickle Plated _ _ - $42.50

(Does not include price of diamond drill point.)

DIAMOND DRILL POINTS
Good drill points are necessary with any drill

press. Two styles are listed below. The solid style has
a drilling point composed o:E a special alloy and dia-
mond bort. This type of drill is delicate and needs care
in its use. However, with care, the solid type is much
longer lived and will drill more holes; per dollar. The
hollow core style drill has a hollow steel tip which is
coated with diamonds by a. special process. This style
drill, drills very fast and is less delicate and can be
used by the beginner with good success. We do recom-
mend this type drill for beginners and for extra fast
drilling in Opal, Obsidian, etc.

No. 14 2MM Hollow core

diamond drill point _. $5.50 Each

The New "WHIZ-Z-Z Sintered
Diamond Drills

No. Point Size Shank Size Price Each
89 1.00 mm 1.00 r i m .._ „ $5.50
90 1.50 mm 1.50 mm _.._ _ 5.00
91 2.00 mm 2.00 mm ..... 5.50
92 2.50 mm 3/16 ;.nch 6.00
93 3.00 mm 3/16 :.nch - 7.00
94 3.50 mm 1/8 inch 8.00
95 4.00 mm 1/8 inch 9.00

Prices on request: for larger drills
up to 8 mm

SHIPLEY'S
MINERAL HOUSE

On Hwy. 160 in southwest Colorado, 18 miles
east of Durango or l.y2 miles west of Bayfield.

Mailing Address:
SHIPLEY'S MINERAL HOUSE, Gem Village,

Bayfield D, Colorado 81122
Phone: 303-884-2632

LOTTIE M. SHIPLEY
Postage charges not included
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A Peek
the

Publisher's
Poks

i WOULD LIKE YOU to meet Enid (..
Howard, our new Utah Associate Edi-

tor and ambassador of good will. I say-
that advisedly because, although Utah is
her main stamping ground, she is con-
stantly exploring the Southwest and has
an insatiable desire to "see what's on the
other side of the hill."

Enid recently returned to her home in
Monticello, Utah after a three-week trip
during which she drove more than 3,000
miles in her four-wheel-drive jeep pickup
camper, sending us reports from Northern
California, Utah and Arizona. When ask-

ed why she covered so much territory, she replied, "I like to meet people."

When she first visited Southern Utah four years ago, Enid asked the local
residents how she could see the back country. They took one look at her Lincoln Conti-
nental and snorted, "Lady, that car wouldn't clear a low bush."

Without another word she drove back to her home near Los Angeles and
traded the Lincoln in on a 4WD
Jeep pickup. She has been driving it
ever since. A year later she moved
to Monticello, Lftah and, as a pas-
senger with Kent Frost's Canyon-
land Tours, made frequent trips
into Canyonlands National Park.

One day when one of the regular
drivers was ill, Kent asked her if she
would drive one oi the vehicles. To-
day she is a licensed driver and sub-
stitute tour guide.

Enid's love of the outdoors comes
from her father who was a prospec-
tor in Colorado. He took her on
many of his explorations and taught
her to respect the wilderness areas.
A skilled hiker, she has written
articles on the subject for national
publications.

How did she learn to write ? Five
years ago she decided she wanted to
"tell people about the beauty of Utah" so she completed a course with the Writer's
Digest School. We think she has a natural talent and are very pleased she has joined
our staff. We think you will be also when you read her article lltdh's Lavender Canyon
in this issue. During the coming months you will see more of her articles on Utah and
Arizona.

When not out exploring, Enid operates the Western Trailer Park in Monticello,
Utah. If you are looking for a place to stop with your trailer or camper and/or someone
who can tell you about interesting places to see, either by passenger car or back country
vehicle, stop by the Westerner. It will become immediately apparent Enid Howard
loves Utah, the West—and people.

Speaking of Utah, our May issue will be devoted largely to the Beehive State.
We will have articles on many of the national parks, Lake Powell, the Escalante area,
plus other features illustrated with both black and white and four-color pictures.

L.



Book
Reviews
by Jack Pepper

All books reviewed ore available through
Desert Magazine Book Shop

BYROADS
OF
BAJA

By
Walt
Wbeelock

The 1,000-mile toad from the Cali-
fornia-Mexico border to the tip of Baja
is gradually beiru; paved and it is pre-
dicted that within a year the final link in
the black top will have been completed.

Today passenger car owners can take
a ferry either from Guaymas on the
mainland to Santa Rosalia or from Mazat-
lan to La Paz and drive over a paved
road from Cabo San Lucas at the tip of
Baja to Santa Rosalia. The north-south
section of the road is paved from Ti-
juana to below ( amalu and from Mexi-
cali to San Felipe.

Approximately 600 miles between the
two paved sections is still unpaved and
can only be traveled by back country ve-
hicles. A few years ago Baja was called
the "last wilderness of the West" and
only the most seasoned desert explorers
ventured into its rugged mountains and
arid desert lands.

Today those Ha a aficionados sadly
shake their heads because "Baja is becom-
ing civilized." Bit even with the numero
mio highway bei lg paved there will re-
main hundreds of miles of 4WD roads
leading into isolated and interesting areas
of Baja.

Veteran Baja explorer and author, Walt
Wheelock has written another interesting
book on the peninsula. His previous Baja
books. Rough Riding and Beaches of
Baja are also available at the Desert Maga-
zine Book Shop.

In Byroads of li'/a, the author presents

the history of Baja and explores back
country roads which lead to Indian ruins,
missions and abandoned mines. As he
describes the things to see he presents
the history of the various areas from the
days of the prehistoric Indians, the orig-
inal '•discovery" of Baja by the Spanish,
the "saving" of the Indians by the mis-
sionaries, the revolutions and the influx
of the Norle Americanos.

Whether you are a veteran Baja travel-
er or planning your first trip into this
fascinating country, Byroads of Baja will
open new vistas. Paperback, illustrated,
72 pages, $1.95.

i l
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EASTERN
SIERRA
JEEP
TRAILS

By
Roger
Mitchell

United States Highway 395 winds
through the Owens Valley along the east-
ern slope of California's Sierra Nevada
Mountains from the southern boundary
of Inyo County to Mono County on the
north.

Along this 215-mile highway, roads
lead to some of the finest recreation areas
in the world with 2,000 lakes and 5,000
miles of streams. Many of the spots can
be reached by passenger car, but man)'
more isolated and uncrowded areas are
available only to hikers or drivers of back
country vehicles.

Author of Death Valley jeep Trails
and Inyo Mono jeep Trails, Roger Mit-
chell in his new book explores the scenic
roads of the Eastern Sierra Mountains.

The jeep trails described are all on
public lands administered by the Sequoia
National Forest, Inyo National Forest,
Toiyabe National Forest and the Bureau
of Land Management. Although they are
all Federal agencies, their regulations and
policies do not always coincide.

Mitchell describes these regulations and
tells what back country travelers can and
cannot do in the areas he explores. This
information will prevent you from violat-
ing the various regulations and laws.

There are ten different trips and areas
described in the book with detailed road

mileage provided along with what to look
for from both recreational and historic
interest.

When making these trips don't forget
to bring your fishing tackle as the trout
in these back country areas are always
hungry!

Paperback, 36 pages, illustrated, $1.00.

BAJA BOOKS

Desert Magazine has published
more articles on Baja California
than any other regional or national
publication. Our Book Store also
has a complete selection of the
most outstanding books on the pen-
insula. If you are planning a trip
"south of the border" we will be

glad to help you and provide infor-
mation to make your safari more re-
warding. For our books on Baja
see the listing in this issue.

Books reviewed may be ordered
from the DESERT Magazine Book
Shop, Palm Desert, Calif. 92260.
Please include 50c for handling.
California residents must add 5%
sales tax. Please enclose payment.

TRAILERS - CAMPERS

Over 500 Rental Dealers
. . . for addresses, write "SCOTSMAN"

P. 0. Box 2114, Gardena, Calif. 90247
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by
Mary Frances Strong

Photos by

Jerry Strong

Marietta's century-old stage station (above) has withstood the ravages of time re-
markably well. Beautifully fitted, hand-hewn work in walls of a former building
(right) at Marietta attest to the skill of the early-day builders. Desert blow sand

(opposite page) is gradually covering Borax Smith's plant on Teels Marsh.
»

•

T in; SIX-HORSI: stage paused briefly at
the summit to rest the winded ani-

mals. Almost immediately three armed
men stepped from behind granite bould-
ers. "Throw down the strongbox," one
man quietly demanded. The order was
hastily complied with and, just as hastily,
the highwaymen departed with their loot
---eight bars of bullion.

It was the year 1 876 and such holdups
had become almost commonplace on the
stage run out of Marietta, Nevada. Lo-
cated in a broad, high basin and isolated
from the outside world by a ring of
mountain ranges, this mining camp seems
to have had more than its share of law-
lessness.
6

The latter apparently reached its zenith
in 1 877 when a number of gunfights oc-
curred and the stage was robbed thirty
times. This was also the year when Mariet-
ta officially became a town. Perhaps
"Naughty Marietta" would have been a
more appropriate name for the little com-
munity on the edge of Teels Marsh in
Mineral County.

Marietta came into existence in the
early 186()s following the discovery of a
large silver-lead deposit in the Excelsior
Mountains. The Endowment Mine was
developed and it produced rich ore for
many years.

During this period, mining also began
on Teels Marsh to furnish salt for the

mills at the new silver camp of Aurora. A
simple, highly productive method was
used to obtain a 99.8'3 percent pure pro-
duct from the dry lake bed.

Surface material was dissolved in nine
iron boiling-tanks, each eight feet in di-
ameter and seven feet deep. The hot solu-
tion was then decanted from the concen-
trate. As this rich, sodium chloride liquor
cooled, it re-crystallized into nearly pure-
salt. By 1867, pack trains of heavily-laden
mules were carrying this sorely needed
commodity over difficult mountain and
valley trails to Aurora's greedy mills.

Silver and salt were not Marietta's only
claim to fame in Nevada's mining annals.
In IS72, Francis Marion Smith (destined
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to become known as "Borax" Smith) dis-
covered a rich berate deposit on the south-
eastern end of 1 eels Marsh. A year later,
in partnership *v th his brother, Smith
built the largest >otax plant in Nevada.

Hundreds of ( hinese laborers were
brought m to mine the borax. Working
a 12-hour shift .vith a pay scale of Si.00
to Si.2s) per day. their life in mining
camps was nevei pleasant. Two men were
housed in each ;ix by nine foot structure
with a center ridgepole six feet high. Such
a small space "or eating, sleeping and
living quarters n nst have been cramped
to say the least.

Discriminate i was commonplace in the
camps and the C hinese were forced to keep

to themselves. Perhaps it is understandable
to find they resorted to opium smoking to
blot out the ugliness of reality.

From 1874 to 1883, the Smith brothers
produced 9,000 tons of borax; five times
that of the state's second largest producer

the Pacific Borax Company. Due to this
initial success, Smith was able to extend
his operations to California. He later made

numerous stock purchases in European
countries and eventually controlled the
borax markets of the world for over 20
years.

Marietta hail begun to grow during this
period. The mines in the hills were keep-
ing a five-stamp mill busy and a hundred
men employed. With an influx of foreign-

continued
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Vats at the Teels Marsh borax plant today are being covered by blow sand.

Where every room overlooks
the beautiful Indian Wells

Country Club Golf Course

Banquet and
Convention

Facilities
DINING DANCING AND ENTERTAINMENT

GOURMET FOOD AND BEVERAGES

SPECIAL GOLF PACKAGES — BEAUTIFUL ROOMS

STARTING MAY 1 5TH

SPECIAL. FAMILY RATE
FOR 4 PEOPLE—$100 PER WEEK

TILL SEPTEMBER

Call 714-345-2581 for Reservations
or write INDIAN WELLS HOTEL,
Indian Wells, California 92260

born miners, Indians and hundreds of
Chinese, the population soared.

A post office, small business district,
daily stage, several bawdy-houses and I 3
saloons were all doing a good business by
! 880. The latter, no doubt, helped to keep
the "touch)' tempers" of a mixed popula-
tion near an explosive point. Too often
the differences of opinion were settled by
guns.

The borax deposit was exhausted dur-
ing the 1890s. The plant closed down and
the decline of Marietta began. Though
man}' of the mines continued to produce
into the 1920s, the) couldn't support a
town and the people drifted away.

A trip to the site of Marietta and Teels
Marsh offer the back country adventurer
a photogenic, as well as, a historic region
to explore. A road sign "Marietta" on
Nevada State Highway 10 marks the turn-
off and seems to imply the former mining
camp is still active. It is not. Nor is it a
ghost town since several buildings are
occupied.

Though still isolated, the area is easily
reached via a graded road which follows
a natural gateway between the mountains.
The climb is gradual and you are unpre-
pared for the abrupt escarpment at the
six-thousand-foot summit. Spread out over
a thousand feet below is a bowl-shaped
basin; its white, salt-encrusted marsh
shimmering in the sunlight. The remains
of Marietta are clearly visible in the north-
ern edge of the marsh. The road now
curves and makes a quick descent in just
under five miles.

Marietta's ruins are quite extensive-
many stone cellars, foundations and walls
scattered over a sizeable area. Two of the
standing buildings are occupied. A wind-
mill, trailers and old buildings west of the
site are the residences of men developing
a local silver mine.

The old stage station consists ol an
adobe hut attached to a wooden stable
with a large rock corral, it is very photo-
genic. It has been standing for nearly a
hundred years and has held up remark-
ably well.

Browsing around Marietta it is possible
to chance upon an old bottle or other
memorabilia. There has been some dig-
ging by bottle collectors. However, 1
would guess the present "towns-people"
would not permit any such action on a
large scale.

A dirt road leads south from Marietta
across the eastern edge of Teels Marsh—



Mineral County

actually a dry lake bed that is only slick coolies. Chinese lettering occurs on some
and marshy in wet weather. Old salt oper- of the planks and fragments or delicate
ations will be noti'ti along the route and in china rice bowls will be seen. Who knows
just two miles a road branches left a short what a little digging in the sand might
distance to the ok borax workings. Pro-
ceed with caution as the last tenth of a
mile becomes very sandy.

The forces of erosion and time have
played havoc with the abandoned plant.
During the past 80 years, heavy wind-
storms have regularly deposited blow
sand, strewn timbers and planks, and
nearly buried more than a dozen large
iron vats. Thousands of square nails lie
about and, when picked up, many will
crumble into frag rents. The salts from
desert playas an- as deadly a corrosive
agent as is the ocean's salt air.

A week or mi re could easily be spent
in this region. There are no facilities but
there is plenty of open space for camping.
The road is okay tor trailers and the near-
est supplies are at Mina. Photographic
possibilities are almost endless. Strolls
through the sand around the former borax
works may uncover an opium can, a Chin-
ese button or even a slipper worn by the

uncover!
A good road leads south, climbs out of

the basin and joins Highway 10 a little
over seven miles north of its junction with
Highway 6 (see map). This is an alternate
route out of the area.

From Marietta, a number of roads
branch out in several directions. They
make excellent routes to explore on trail
bikes. (Please, all you trail bike explorers
of which I am one, stay on the roads,
tracks and trails. This is not country to
tear up with cross-country riding. If you
feel so inclined, use one of the areas the
B.L.M. has set aside for this purpose. In-
stead, ride the old routes—watch for rel-
ics, bottles and rocks- -enjoy the scenery
and desert flora. Please help to keep our
desert areas as they are so that coming gen-
erations can enjoy it as much as we do.
Your reward will be a welcome back, not
a Keep Out" sign.)

Another reward for explorers could be
a bar of bullion missing from a stage rob-
bery. Eight bars were taken and only sev-
en recovered when the culprits were ap-
prehended. The missing bar is believed to
have been cached near the summit by one
of the bandits trying to lighten his load.

On second thought, maybe I shouldn't
give out this information. I am not a lost
mine enthusiast, but a cached bar of bul-
lion should be easier to find. With the
aid of a good metal detector I just might
locate it. "He)', who is that going out the
door? Wait for me, ferry. I did the
research!"

NORTH AMERICAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS, INC.
MOTORIZED RIVER FLOAT TRIPS

QUALIFIED, EXPERIENCED COLORADO RIVER BOATMEN
LICENSED — BONDED — INSURED

DAILY FROM MOAB:

* 2-Day Trip Through Westwater Canyon

• 4-Day Trip to Beautiful Canyonlands
National Park Through Magnificent
Cataract Canyon.

WE SPECIALIZE IN
HALF AND ONE-DAY TRIPS

ALL MEALS, RIVER EQUIPMENT AND
TRANSPORTATION FURNISHED

GROUP AND FAMILY RATES

Offices located at

INCA INN MOTEL
570 N. MAIN, MOAB, UTAH 84532

CALL 801-253-351 1

Write for brochure



VICTOR VALLEYS

bottles near an old

ZZL
homestead yielded

author.

THE WINDS which blow eastward
down from Cajon Pass sweep into

the Mojave River basin, loosely called
the Victor Vallev. This extended aggre-
gate of communities and ranches in
Southern California's San Bernardino
County is traversed by Interstate 15 and
Highways 66, 395 and 18, plus numerous
secondary roads, many following paths
and routes established shortly after the
Civil War.

The Mojave River trough is a natural
westward passage out of the arid valleys
flanking the lower Colorado River. In-
dian bands, Spanish explorers, emigrants,
prospectors and men of commerce follow-
10
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ed the sandy banks of the Mojave, count-
ing on water and shelter amidst harsh
expanses of high desert wilderness.

Mining did the most to first populate
this area. Stray prospectors coming south
from the Mother Lode began to unearth
rare metal in the stark hills north of what
is now Victorville. The scattered inhabit-
ants along the Mojave, however, were
more concerned with wagon caravans and
farm expansion than the grubstakers pok-
ing around the mountain slopes.

But by 1870 the overland stage made
stops at a gentle turn in the river, shafts
and tunnels were being driven, and the
name "Silver Mountain Mining District"

was prime conversation. There was even
talk that steel rails would cut through the
valley toward the sea.

The Sidewinder and Embody mines
gave undeniable testimony to the mineral
wealth buried not far from the sleepy
farms among the Mojave cotton woods.
By 1885, the towns of Halleck (now Oro
Grande) and Hesperia were rail stops.
Ore from Silver Peak and what is now
Black Mountain (north of Apple Valley)
was bringing people and progress to the
high desert. A railroad telegraph station
and switching site built near the rocky
Mojave narrows and the Verde Ranch be-
came Victor, named in honor of Santa Fe



SILVERY LINING
by

Van P.

Wilkinson

construction boss, Jacob N. Victor. Due
to postal confusion with Victor, Colorado,
this growing community was renamed Vic-
torville in 1901.

By the turn oi the century, non-metallic
mining and quarrying began to eclipse
gold and silver operations. Great quanti-
ties of cement (and related commercial
minerals such as lime and marble) made
the Victorville region a primary supplier
of building compounds. During 1918,
Southwest Portland Cement was shipping
cement from ii:s large, year-old plant
northwest of \ ictorville. Riverside Ce-
ment's plant was built further north along
the river, on the spot where lime kilns

once stood in Halleck.
The best way to explore this historical

area is from old Route 66. By taking the
George Air Force Base-Oro Grande turn-
off from Interstate 15, you'll emerge on
the northwest edge of Victorville just up
river from Southwest Portland Cement.
Head northwest toward the Air Base and
you'll parallel the A.T.&S.F. rails past the
cement plant. Continue on beyond Air
Base Road cutoff a couple hundred yards
and turn left (west) onto Turner Road,
the only paved road before the bridge
over the Mojave River.

Turner Road runs along a gentle bend
in the river. Some of the crumbling shacks

This was a stage
stop for weary
travelers during the
early 1900s.
Ranches along
the Mojave River
date from 1870

in this marshy region date before 1880.
On the south side of Turner Road stands
a whitewashed house with an odd water
pool structure by the roadside. It is here
the Mormons and other settlers rested be-
fore heading on toward Cajon Pass; in
1852 the Mormon's trade route branched
southwesterly across Baldy Mesa into the
west mouth of Cajon Pass; and the Pana-
mint Stage paused before striking north-
ward through Point of Rocks (now Hel-
endale) toward Death Valley. Within
three miles of this stage stop, my wife and
I dug up 41 old bottles adjacent to an
abandoned homestead.

Back on Route 66 going north, you will

11



Fisher's
GEMINI
DETECTOR
now offered to
all treasure hunters!

Professionals and serious amateurs
are hard to please. That's why Fisher
invented the Gemini Detector. It's
the one for men whose business de-
pends on accurate, reliable location
of gold, silver, metallic objects, and
ore bodies. Ami now the Gemini is
available for you . . . for all amateur
treasure hunters and prospectors!

• Instantly detects objects up to 22
feet deep!

• Costs less than most top-of-the-
line loop detectors!

• Searches an area 10 times faster
than a loop type detector!

Don't delay! Contact your local
dealer or write us for free detailed
literature.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

MASTERCHARGE
WELCOMED

FISHER MINING DETECTORS
Dept. DM. Palo Al to . Cal i forn ia 94303 • Since 1932

enter Oro Grande and see the Riverside
Cement plant. Just southeast of the plant,
across the railroad tracks and into the
hills, is a dirt road heading up a wide,
trash-strewn wash. Further up the wash is
the site of the Oro Grande dump. Beyond
it the steep road crests a little ridge and
continues east along the base of Quartzite
Mountain. Most of the roads into the
hills behind the cement plant are private;
secure permission at Riverside Cement if
you must enter from this direction.

To avoid this, drive on north out of Oro
Grande about three and one-half miles.
Watch on the right (east) side. A large
wooden sign reads "Trojan Batteries."

Turn right here next to a home—this is
Hardrock Davis Road.

East on this good dirt road is a public-
access region, first mined before 1880.
The road ultimately dead ends at a gate
and cabin. About one and one-fourth
miles before the dead end is a fork in the
road which follows a narrow wash to the
right (southeast), [.ess than one-half mile
along this wash are numerous prospects,
two major mine shafts, and an abandoned
cabin. Parts of this road are for good-trac-
tion vehicles only.

Driving on past the cabin and up over
low foothills, one finds a deteriorating
road which dips into a very sandy (•/iWD)

TO CAJON PASS

SAN BERNARDINO
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Crumbling railroad dock near Victorville's massive open pit quarries. Although

some ''No Trespassing" signs are evidently from World War II, do not enter the

newly posted areas.

arroyo and tvcntu ill)' joins a wide, graded
cement company -oad.

Other roads mirth from here toward
Si her Peak lead t:> small sites of random
shafts and tunnels. Most of these "mini-
mines" are left overs from the 1890s, cur-
rently being held by die-hards who are
awaiting a revalui.t en of precious metals
so they can reopen these low-grade de-
posits. Signs in good conditon warning

"No Trespassing' sould be honored, but
some are rotting placards put up during
World War II, and obviously serve no
purpose.

On the east side of Quartzite Moun-
tain several mammoth pits in the jagged
landscape are all thai: remain of a marble
quarry. Looked to .is a source of delicate,
rare marble, Victorville shipped the lucra-
tive mineral all ovei the western states for
decorative use 01 buildings and walk-
ways. Access fron Sroddard 'Wells Road
is posted, but a •iWDer can get a spectacu-
lar view of the abandoned operation from
the hills west of the quarry.

This entire mineralized area, from the
Mojave River east to the Sidewinder
Mine, is worth your time to visit. A casual

afternoon drive along old Route 66 im-
merses you in turn-of-the-century history.
Investigatory trips off the road can only be
described as exquisite.

WATER

AQUASPRING® Purifier-Distiller produces water
as nature intended —leaving behind chlorine,
salts, iron, sulfates, all impurities and bad tastes.
Costs pennies per gallon.

AQUASPRING® water is delicious. Beverages,
food, everything tastes better. Once you taste
the difference you'll never want to drink ordi-
nary water again.

Compact, plugs in like a toaster, no plumbing
hook-ups whatever. Take it wherever you go.

Write now for free information.

UNITED VITO-WAY
P.O. Box 1028 1930 E. Pacific, Dept. D 3
Albany, Oregon 97321 Tel: (503) 926-3581

STOP THAT
THIEF WITH
I OCKSTRAP

A revolutionary new design
secures all G.I. cans to itself.
Needs no carrier. Locks your
filler cap. All steel construe
tion, bright zinc plated.
TypeC
Only

DEALER ' PLUS POSTAGE. * LBS.

INQUIRIES Send for FREE Brochure Showing
INVITED. other Models to Fit Any Vehicle^

N.1141 Wiltsey Rd. S.E., Salem, OR 97302/"^

$10.00

Canyon Tours'
"cowboy skipper" Art Greene sez:

Howdy, partner! Come try our

LAKE POWELL

BOATING ADVENTURES

50 types of boal rentals (including
houseboats) for tours and sports.
Guided tours to fantastic Rainbow
Bridge. Fish for trout, bass, crappie.

"Try a vacation in a houseboat!"

Beautiful accommodations at
Wahweap Lodge open year-round
Luxury Dining — Cocktail Lounge

Write for brochure and information to:

IYOM TOURS.IMC,
tf W E A P L0DGE & MARINA

P.O. Box 1 597D
Page, Ariz. 86040

Phone 602-645-2448
or 645-2433
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Monument
to a

Dreamer
by George Thompson

Cave

JOHN w. BRADSHAW was a convert to
Mormonism from England, who some-

how found his way to the little settle-
ment of Minersville, in Utah's Beaver
County. Why he chose Minersville as his
future home is hard to understand, for
he wasn't a miner, and he knew nothing
of mining.

John Bradshaw did have one advan-
tage over his neighbors who were more
knowledgeable about mining matters than
he—he was a dreamer, a man who had
special insight to where nature's secret
hiding places of gold and silver were. The
strangest thing about John Bradshaw's
story, however, is that it is true!

Minersville was just another sleepy lit-
tle Utah hamlet until 185V when U. S.
Army troops under the command of Gen-
eral Albert Sidney Johnson marched
against the Mormons during the Utah
War. The latter desperately needed lead
for bullets for their defense, and as early
as 1852 fames Rollins had been digging
what he thought was lead from an old
Spanish mine which he had discovered
four miles north of Minersville.

With the approach of the federal
troops, Mormon leader Brigham Young
sent a party led by Issac Grundy to build a
smelter near the Rollins Mine. Grundy
built a "Mexican type furnace" on the
Beaver River near Minersville in 1858.

The Utah War was nearly over before
Brandy's smelter produced any great
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Inside photograph of the
Mine at Bradshaw City with light
jittering down through a natural
opening was taken by the author.

amount of lead. Ore from the Rollins
Mire didn't prove satisfactory for bullets
anyhow, for something in the metal made
it too hard to cast bullets properly. That
unknown "something" proved to be sil-
ver, and silver made Beaver County fam-
ous. The mine was worked after hostil-
ities ended, and by 1862 a mining camp
named Lincoln had grown up nearby, the
Rollins Mine by then having been re-
named the Lincoln Mine in honor of
President Lincoln. Both Lincoln and Min-
ersville were booming, but probably not
as much as one Salt Lake City reporter
claimed when he described Lincoln as
being, "A goodly town, with over 100
houses and fully 500 people. Business is
lively and all signs point to permanent
prosperity."

Not everyone was happy, though, for
John Bradshaw watched while mine own-
ers at Lincoln and businessmen at Miners-
ville became rich, and he dreamed that he
might one day become wealthy also. Then
one night Bradhsaw had a dream, and in
his dream he went into the mountains
north of Minersville and there, in a re-
mote place, he came upon a cave which
had never been seen by anyone before.
Inside the cave there was a packrat's nest,
and in the nest he saw nuggets of shining
gold!

Bradshaw told everyone who would
listen about his dream, but they only
laughed, for he was only a dreamer who
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knew nothing about mining. Bradshaw
wasn't a strong man, and he didn't even
own a horse. But his dream was so real he
set off on foot into the mountains, tying
pieces of colored string to cedar tree
branches along the way so he wouldn't
become lost.

Finally, when he was too tired and
weak to go further, he saw his cave, high
on the canyon wall, seven miles north of
Minersville. Bradshaw climbed to the
cave with renewed strength and there,
just as it had been in his dream, was the
packrat's nest, and in it were glistening
pieces of yellow gold!

John Bradshaw's Cave Mine was one
of those strange puzzles of nature, for
the cave proved to be a great limestone
cavern, with hanging icicle-like stalac-
tites heavily encrusted with sparkling sil-
ver crystals, and narrow veins of gold-
laden quartz criss-crossing its walls.

Bradshaw persuaded others to return
to the cave with him, and it was not long
until a line of cabins sprang up along the
canyon bottom below. A boarding house
and saloon cjuickly made their appear-
ance as well as a general store. Ore from
the cave was hauled to mills at the rival
mining camps of Hickory and Frisco to
the west, as well as to the Godbe Smelter
at Minersville and Grundy's "Mexican
furnace."

The Cave Mine was a fine producer of
silver, gold and lead for several years,



and the little camp known as Bradshaw
City had the reputation of being a lively
place while it lasted.

But the honor ol having a town named
after him was about all that John Brad-
shaw ever received from his dream, as
shrewder men socn swindled him out of
his find. But today John Bradshaws' name
is still remembered around Minersville
and Beaver County, while those who
cheated him are forgotten. Perhaps that is
his monument.

Today the narrow dirt road leading to
the Cave Mine and Bradshaw City leaves
Utah State 21 six niles west of Miners-
ville, snaking its way up Cave Canyon.
(The road to the: -amous old Lincoln
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P. O. Box 370, Yuma, Arizona 85364 or
P. O. Box 2830, Son Diego, Calif. 921 12

Mine goes directly north out of Miners-
ville.) The road fades into a trail just
below the mine. Just inside the cave en-
trance there is an old blacksmith forge
under fire-blackened walls where drill
steels once were sharpened.

Broken pieces of ancient stalactites can
be found on the waste dump outside the
cave. Near the edge of the cedars across
the canyon from the mine, a simple head-
stone stands by a lonely grave. Its inscrip-
tion reads simply, "John Hayes, 1886."
Tt could be Bradshaw City's epitaph also.
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THINGS YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR

AND SOME YOU'VE NEVER SEEN!

FLOTATION TIRES
&

WHEELS

SEND TODAY INCLUDE ZIP CODE!

DICK CEPEK 9201 CALIFORNIA AVI

SOUTH GATE CALIFORNIA 90280
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There's a camper for everyone's need at Alaskan.
Sold and installed only at Alaskan Camper factories at factory prices. Write today to the factory
nearest you for free folder describing the most advanced
camper on the road.

R. D. HALL MFC, INC., 9847
Glenoaks Blvd., Sun Valley,
(San Fernando Valley)
California 91352. Dept.D-4

Factory Outlet: ALASKAN
CAMPER SALES, INC.,
Interstate 80 (half way between
S.F.-Sacramento). Route 1.
Box 332, Suisun City, Calif.
94585, Dept.D-4

U.S. PATENT NO. 2879103

ALASKAN CAMPERS
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G. R. GRUBBS MFG., INC.,
d/b/a Alaskan Camper Sales,
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Texas 77055, Dept.D-4

FORT LUPTON CAMPERS,
1100 Denver Ave., Fort Lupton,
Colorado 80621, Dept.D-4

CANADIAN PATENT NO. 637-543

EINARS CAMPER MFG. CO.,
d/b/a Alaskan Campers North
Central, 3726 North 9th
Avenue, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota 57104, Dept.D-4

PENNACAMP Div. of
Lanheim, Inc., 401 West
End Avenue, Manheim,
Penn. 17545, Dept D-4

MOBILE LIVING
PRODUCTS LTD.
5539-6th Street S.E.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Dept.D-4



RADICAL LEADERS OF TODAY'S WOMEN'S
LIBERATION MOVEMENT BRAND MEN AS
"OVERBEARING, EGOTISTICAL, MILITANT
CHAUVINISTS." WHAT WOULD YOU CALL
THE ACTIONS OF THE "FAIR SEX" 100
YEARS AGO WHEN THE MEN OF PIOCHE,
NEVADA TRIED TO START THEIR OWN

LIBERATION MOVEMENT?

They
Didn't
Stand

Chance!
by Craig MacDonald

IN THE 1870s, Pioche was a man's town.
So much so that it had the reputation

of being the wickedest mining camp in
Eastern Nevada.

"Some people do not hesitate to fire a
pistol or gun at any time, day or night, in
this city. Murderers who shoot a man in
the back get off scot free but the unfortun-
ate devil who steals a bottle of whiskey
or a couple of boxes of cigars has to pay
for his small crime," a local newspaper
reported.

Pioche is said to have had 75 deaths of
violence before anyone died a natural
death. Not aiding to the sanity of the
town of 6,000 were the 72 saloons which
kept their inhabitants well lubricated.

As is the case in all diggings, times
change and by 1875 Pioche was losing its
reputation as a wicked, rip-roaring town.
The reason ? Due to the male abundance
there was a female influx into town. Each
stagecoach of women worsened the al-
ready chaotic situation.

What was even more disheartening to
the town's reputation was that these dames
were marrying and "civilizing" the rugged
miners.

A group of concerned citizenry, not
willing to give up without a fight, formed
an organization to counter balance the fe-
male problem. The July 8, 1876 Pioche
Daily Record reports. "An association is
being formed in Pioche amongst the un-
protected male sex, the object being to
protect themselves from the encroach-
ment of the female sex, which of late
have become so dangerous, that the poor
male is getting to be an object of pity.

"Many have lately been caught up and
married before they hardly knew it. Fe-
males are arriving from all directions by
stages, private conveyances . . . In conse-
quence of this frightful state of affairs,
men are getting so timid that they hardly
dare venture in the streets for a short walk
for fear they will be married men before
they can return. This association proposes
to ameliorate the condition of affairs."

That night the Single Men's Protective
Association crowded into a private, smoke-
filled room, for the purpose of devising
ways and means whereby single men could
be protected from the "rapidly increasing
encroachments of the fair sex."

Elected to office were C. H. Patchen,
president; W. P. Goodman, secretary; Jul-
ius Hoffman, treasurer and Joseph R.
Hoag, sergeant-at-arms. Hoag's job was to
allow no female, on any pretense what-
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ever, to enter the meeting room during the
deliberations of the assemblage.

After a $5 dues was collected, a resolu-
tion was introduced to the effect that "ow-
ing to the alarming increase of marriages
in Pioche, each member should pledge
himself to withstand the wiles of all fe-
males (exercising die undoubted right of
that sex in leap year ; who should propose
to any member during 1876."

The resolution excited considerable dis-
cussion, members claiming that without
protection being guaranteed each and
every one, and their being backed up by
association, that trn:) would be driven into
marriage by sheer force if caught alone
and unprotected.

It was at this point in the congregation
that a large thud was heard outside the
door, followed by ;i tremendous crash.
The locked door was being battered down.
Moments later a bevy of females, who evi-
dently learned the object of the meeting,
stampeded into the room. The male occu-
pants fell over chairs and tables in an ef-
fort to reach the nearest window.

Protective Association members made
headlong dives out the windows but
whether they all succeeded in escaping,
"time will tell by heir names not appear-
ing amongst the list of marriages in two
or three days."

Nothing was heard about the Single
Men's Protective Association until July
I 5 when the Pioche Daily Record carried
the following article: "The members of
the Association, having finally recovered
from their panic and bruises of last Satur-
day evening, will hold another meeting
tonight, at which time they will elect a
new sergeant-at-arms, as the present in-
cumbent declines to serve any longer.

"He states, and with pretty good rea-
son, that his experience of last Saturday
evening, in being knocked down and
trampled upon b) a swarm of indignant
feminines, is not exactly the kind of busi-
ness that he enjoys as well as he does
breakfast, and h;: thinks someone else
should hold that mst of honor for a few
meetings.

"It is whisperec around that the treasur-
er is a little short on his collection and
trouble may be anticipated if accounts do
not come out square."

What did occur .it that evening's meet-
ing is known onl) by the members that at-
tended. The Singh: Men's Protective Asso-
ciation of Pioche was never heard from

Sketch of the ''free men" of Pioche was drawn by H. Davidson.

again but rumors have it that the group
went underground and held gatherings
under the oath of secrecy.

As to the success of the Association in
its goals to keep members single and to
win back Pioche's tough reputation, only
time can be the judge. Churches and court-
houses were built and the marriage tally
lengthened.

To the happiness of man)- but to the
sadness of some the Pioche paper reported,
"The people of this city have been on their
good behavior for nearly two months now
and there have been no homicides or al-
tercations."

Pioche had become civilized. Its label
as the wickedest mining camp in Eastern
Nevada had "bitten the dust." rj

Pioche circa 7873. Photo courtesy Nevada Historical Society.
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Utah
Lavender

Canyon
by Enid C. Howard
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SILENCE, AND the delicate mist of desert
haze over the high walls and valley,

introduce you to Lavender Canyon as you
round the sawtooth cliff that heads Brid-
ger Jack Mesa at Indian Creek. It is acces-
sible, but delightfully remote.

As the result of a bill signed by Presi-
dent Nixon last November, Lavender Can-
yon is now part of Utah's Canyonlands
National Park. And it has everything to
make it an exciting addition to the park—
outstanding scenery, a fine assortment of
natural arches and caves, it is a hiker's
paradise and a photographer's photogenic
world. Then too, Lavender's deep sand,
stream-bed road is the natural habitat of
outback enthusiasts, negotiable only by
•IWD's or dune buggies.

Access to Lavender Canyon is from U.S.
163 between Monticello and Moab, Utah.
We began our mile log at Monticello driv-
ing north on 163 to Church Rock. (Old
timers in the area, called it, "The Whis-
key Jug.") The Canyonlands National
Park, and the Indian Creek State Park
sign directs us left. Log 15 miles.

The hard surface road winds down into
Indian Creek, where the lush hidden val-
ley below the mesa surprises the visitor
with its quiet meadows and grazing cattle,



majestic cottonwoocl trees, and the cathe-
dra walled buttes that jut into the valley
floor where Indian Creek cuts its channel
to the Colorado River.

Indian Creek knows well the footsteps
of man, for it has been host to his passage
for hundreds of vears. Newspaper Rock
petroglyphs at Indian Creek State Park de-
pict three different periods of Indian occu-
pation. E a r l y pioneers homesteaded
along the waterway, then came the cattle-
men who established ranches. Today it
is the domain of picturesque Dugout
Ranch, headquarters for the Indian Creek
Cattle Company.

Mile 34 at Dugout Ranch, turn left and
follow the road through the ranch yard,
drive slowly. It is wise to stop before
crossing the creek and engage 4WD. Pass
sign, Entering Elk Ridge Hunting Area,
then right turn onto two-track dirt road
and follow around corrals. The first can-
yon fading southwest is North Cotton-
wood Canyon.

As you approach a rail gate, there are
some interesting petroglyphs on a large
boulder near the road on the left side. Rule
of the range—if you find gates closed,
close them after you, if open, leave them
open.

Beyond the gale, abandoned buildings
mark an old uranium mine, The Royal,
which operated during the uranium boom
of 1.953, and produced pay-dirt ore for the

Lavender Canyon
abounds with majestic
arches and formations.
Largest of the giant
geological formations
(opposite page) is
Train Arch. Cleft Arch
(above) as it appears
from below.
Free-form walls
(left) frame Pedestal
Arch. Photos and map
by the author.
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owners. DO NOT enter the open shafts,
they are not shored. Continue on dirt road
past a group of low mounds of the color-
ful Chinle strata on the left.

The geological sequence throughout In-
dian Creek and its tributary canyons, in-
cluding Lavender, are, beginning with the
top formations and working down—
cream-yellow almost white Navajo sand-
stone, the cross-bedded, red-maroon sand
shale Kayenta, the distinctive vertically
fractured, red walls of Wingate sand-
stone, below that the soft, grey-lavender
Chinle which often contains petrified
wood. Below the Chinle lies the Shina-
rump, the grey to yellow coarse-grained
deposits sometimes contain fossil wood as
well as uranium ores.

As we progress into Lavender Canyon
the walls become higher, and we pass
through the stratas below the Shinarump,
the chocolate-brown Moenkopi, then into
the Cedar Mesa Sandstone formations
which make up the walls of the inner can-
yon to its head. Cedar Mesa Sandstone
is usually cream-white to yellow-brown,
pink or red, very fine grained and cross-
bedded. Weathering produces platforms,
arches, windows, and the amusing "bis-
cuits" perched atop columns.
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Mile 38 a wire and post gate. The two-
track road will swing southwest around
the sawtooth cliff that marks the entrance
to Lavender Canyon and the road follows
the contour of Bridge Jack Mesa for a
few more miles. About mile 43 the road
separates. Take the right fork and cross
the canyon towards South Six Shooter
Peak and you will soon be in deep sand as
the tracks take to the creek bed. It is best
to follow established tire marks to keep
out of trouble, and the Bureau of Land
Management will appreciate your staying
on jeep trails and not starting new ero-
sion patterns.

An interesting side canyon to explore
is Dry Fork Canyon, Mile 45, there is a
large, lone cottonwood tree in the center
of the creek channel, swing left into the
entrance of Dry Fork: and continue to fol-
low jeep trail. Watch for the arches on
left and right sides of the canyons; there

are two that have not been named. Soon
you can drive no further, but a short hike
ahead on a well established horse trail
leads to the very aptly named Train Arch.
And a train it does resemble, for the
chain-like formation has weathered to the
contours of a string of railroad cars.

Out of Dry Fork Canyon the jeep tracks
lead left into Lavender. Near mile 50,
(vehicle speedometers vary, mileage is ap-
proximate) an arch appears on the sky-
line on the right that we called Pedestal
Arch, (no known name) and a short dis-
tance on, Cleft Arch, also on the right,
dominates the canyon. This is an excellent
spot to establish a camp, as the area is
ideal for hiking and exploring.

The first small spur canyon south of the
arch contains an interesting small Indian
ruin site. For those who must climb up
and walk under Cleft Arch, the approach
on the north side is the safest route. The
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A four-wheel-drive
road twists through
the colorful cliffs of

Lavender Canyon.

last few feet are rather steep and the walk-
way under the arch may cause some to feel
a slight vertigo, but it is considered quite
safe.

A mile hike into the head canyon of
Lavender is rewarding. A small delicate
arch clings to the sice of a large rounded
knob of sandstone, The rolling shelves
of Cedar Mesa Sandstone accent the wild-
ly sculptured walis molded by wind and
water erosion, and painted by a master
artist—nature—w th desert varnish and
lichens. We estimated the depth of Lav-
ender at its head at near one thousand
feet.

Lavender is fu 1 of surprises, and we
saved some for tne: trip out. There is a
branch canyon three miles north of Cleft
Arch, which has two beautiful arches at
the top of the sandstone formations. A
symmetrical round pot-hole arch on the
left slightly past the entrance, and a deli-
cate arch gracefully slender as it silhou-
ettes against the sky at the head of the
canyon.

Another surprise, about one-half mile
north of the last stop, two more arches
on the west side of the channel can be
seen from the creek bed. A short walk up
the bank and you will have a really good
look into Caterpillar Arch, appropriately
named by the National Geographic, and
an unnamed one to the north of Cater-
pillar Arch. A small ruin site is just be-
low.

Weather condi :ions in the canyons at
Lavenders' elevation are not severe from
May through November, but July and
August temperatures range 85 to 95 de-
grees. Use caution in driving the stream
bed if weather has been stormy, as quick-
sand sometimes results from flooding of
the canyon channels. Carry water sufficient
to last the length of your stay. Stream
water is alkaline and might cause diges-
tive upset.

Experience Lavender Canyon, savor the
essence of its cobr, form and soluitude.
Protect it too; carry out your discarded
litter. Let your presence there be as a shad-
ow that leaves no sign of passing. And re-
turn again!
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Dick Smith invites you . . .

Come Ffy
with me!

See Canyonlands from the
air! Majestic pinnacles, red
rock canyons and arches.
Truly a scenic wonderland.

Several flights to choose from in addition to flights over Monument
Valley, Lake Powell, and Rainbow Bridge. Combination land-air and
Lake Powell-air tours available. Write today for a brochure.

Canj)onlands
(^Aviation

AT CANYONLANDS RESORT—EAST ENTRANCE TO CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK
WRITE: P.O. BOX 246, MOAB, UTAH 84532 AREA CODE (801) JL71176
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Indians
by Milo Bird

FBOUT 3,000,000 years ago, lava
broke from the side of a mountain in
central Arizona, dammed several streams
and caused a number of lakes and
swampy areas to form. Muddy lime which
washed down from surrounding hills
completely filled in behind that dam
and eventually solidified into limestone.

After many millennia, a stream
eroded a channel through the lava dam and
created a deep canyon across the
limestone fill behind it. While this was
taking place a small underground stream
laden with carbon dioxide slowly dissolved
enough lime from one place to create
a large cavern.

When the roof of the cavern
collapsed the sink hole was 470 feet in
diameter and 125 feet deep. Springs in the
bottom flow at more than 1,000 gallons
per minute and maintain water to a
depth of 55 feet in the "well."

In jest or mistaken sincerity a group
of pioneers who ran across the well in
the 1900s named it for Emperor
Montezuma II who lived in Mexico, 2,000
miles away and had never been that far north.

Massive erosion gradually widened
the canyon and rounded its lowlands
into a beautiful valley. Trees grew
along the edge of the water and those flats
became covered with grass and shrubs.

continued

Once part of an underground
river, the roof of Montezuma Well
collapsed forming this giant sink hole.
Prehistoric Indians once lived
around the perimeter. Photo by Ray
Manley, Tucson, Arizona.



Main section of Montezuma's Castle (above) has 55 rooms and 90 percent of the
more than 100 years old. Prehistoric Indians built their homes (above right) under

Some 4,000 years ago, Indians discov-
ered this verdant valley with its constant
supply of water, its animals which they
could kill for food, and a climate more to
their liking than that farther north. They
were of a migratory nature for evidence
indicates that the first permanent settlers,
the Hohokams, moved into the valley
600 A.D.

Since the Hohokams were not of a no-
madic nature, they built permanent homes
and depended upon water from the well
and the creek to irrigate their fields of
corn, squash, beans and cotton. Their
homes consisted of pit houses dug into the
earth and covered with brush to keep them
warm in winter and cool in summer.

Somewhere around 1070 A.D. many
of the Hohokams. moved north to the
Flagstaff area, while a few other Indians
whom archeologists call Sinaguas (Span-
ish for "without water") moved into the
vicinity of Montezuma's Well and became
irrigation farmers. They would have con-
tinued to live in peace and harmony had
it not been for a drought farther north.

From the year 1225 until 1299 the
country around Flagstaff suffered one
drought after another, the worst period
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being from 1276 to 1299. By the year
1 225, many of the Sinaguas had moved
south and had settled along Beaver Creek
and in Verde Valley.

Here they built stone houses near water
ways and in caves high upon the cliffs.
They built several cliff dwellings inside
the rim of Montezuma's Well and built
large pueblos on the mesa near the rim.
One of those pueblos was two stories high
and contained 5 5 rooms while another
one contained 20 rooms. Here, as in other
places, many of the rooms had no wall
openings but utilized roof hatches for en-
trance ways and for smoke to escape.

Montezuma's Well is certainly worth
a visit not only for its historic value but
also for its beaut)-. The day I was there,
the sky was such a deep azure that its re-
flection in the water seventy feet below
the rim looked like a huge sheet of jet
black plastic. Zephyrs, skimming across
its surface caused ripples to slap gently
at plants growing at its edge.

The Well looked as though it should
be stocked with trout and be populated
by dozens of shouting, screaming boys
having the time of their lives. But the
water is so highly charged with carbon

structure as it now stands is original. It is
ledges around Montezuma's Well.

dioxide that fish cannot live in it and so
much poison ivy grows inside the pit
swimming is prohibited.

Water flows out of the Well through
a channel m the Beaver Creek side of the
wall, carrying with it 600 pounds of lime
per da)'. This lime content was a blessing
to the Indians because it coated their irri-
gation ditches and made them watertight.
Some of the old ditches have linings
more than a foot thick. It is easy to imag-
inge, however, that such lime-laden water
would eventually coat the farm soil so
badly that plants could hardly grow in it.

For unknown reasons, Indians deserted
the valley about 1400 A.D. Archeologists
suggest that a few of the reasons may
have been overfarming, crowded living
conditions which led to bickering, and
possibly to the inability of normally peace-
ful people to resist warlike tribes who in-
vaded the valley.

The first white men to see the valley
were Spaniards under Antonio de Espejo
who reached it in I 5,S3 while searchng
for Augustin Rodriguez and two other
monks who had been missing for some
time on a missionary trip to the north.

Montezuma's Castle, seven miles south-
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rangers have built steps so visitors can explore the cave-dwelling areas around
Montezuma's Castle. First white men to see the valley came in 1583.

west of the Well, is the best preserved
prehistoric Indian structure in Arizona.
In spite of its location in a huge cave half
way up a 140-foot vertical cliff, vandals
were rapidly destroying it before Presi-
dent Theodore Roosevelt established it as
a national monument on December 8,
1906. Roughly 90 percent of the castle
as it now stands is original. A few walls
have been shored up, a number of holes
have been filled and some evidence of
vandalism has been obliterated.

Montezuma's (!astle is a marvel of en-
gineering skill and ingenuity. The builders
cut down 12-inch sycamore trees with
stone axes. The\ built reliable ladders
without nails or screws or clamps. They
laid up walls without plumb, square or
theodolite. The; fitted stone to stone
without chisel or rietal hammer to knock
off" interfering ] rotruberances. And they
plastered their walls without trowel or
mortar board.

They dragged heavy logs from where
they were cut to the foot of the cliff with-
out donkey, horse o:r tractor. They hoisted
them up the side of that cliff without the
use of block or tackle, crane or helicopter.
And without pneumatic tools they cut

holes into the cliff so they could anchor
those logs in place. The structure has
been there for more than 700 years.

Life along Beaver Creek and in the
Verde Valley was much more pleasant
than it was farther north where there was
no shade or running water. Along Beaver
Creek, the Indians could spend most of
their time under beautiful shade trees and
use their homes only at night or during
inclement weather.

Catclaw acacia pods, from which they
made meal and cakes, were abundant.
Mesquite beans and Arizona walnuts were
plentiful and they could make a soap sub-
stitute from the roots of the graythorn
shrub. A brew made of creosote bush
leaves could be used as an emetic, as a
deodorant and for soothing tired, sore
feet. Willow twigs growing along the
creek were used in basketry.

Montezuma's Well and the Castle are
both reached by way of Highway 17 about
thirty miles south of Flagstaff. Summer
months get quite hot there, but in late
September and early October the weather
is excellent and those huge billowy clouds
which form every afternoon make wonder-
ful backgrounds for camera shots.
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Desert
Vocalist

by K. L. Boynton
<a 1972

W HEN THE big hot sun has finally
called it quits for the day and the

last of its flaming afterglow has gone,
evening comes to the desert, its soft lum-
inous light settling gently over the seared
and blasted land. Upstairs the first faint
twinkle of stars is just starting to show,
and the air begins to stir with a growing
coolness. The great wide desert, reviving
from the merciless heat of the day, seems
to relax and dream in the stillness of twi-
light. All is peace. Suddenly a sharp bark
explodes the silence—rising in a wild cres-
cendo of eerie sounds to a single high
pitched howl, its long wailing notes trav-
eling far out over the desert.

Such is the opening number of the
evening serenade, rendered by Senor
Coyote, the self-appointed Voice of the
Desert. The Senor, rested from a day's
loafing underground in a den, or snooz-
ing in the shade of a sagebrush, is awake

greeting the summer night with a bit
of song, and presenting his compliments
to his fellows. And he is joined immedi-
ately by a second songster nearby coming
in with a high quavering obligato, a third
adding his whines and howls, a fourth
punctuating the ballad with staccato yap-
ping. Noses pointed heavenward, this

A coyote
brings a
rabbit to pups
in her den.
Photo
courtesy U.S.
Fish &
Wildlife
Service.



The sharp
bark of the

coyote disturbs
the early

morning silence
Photo courtesy

U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service.

bushy-tailed barber shop quartet may con-
tinue their conceit with all stops pulled
out for some ten minutes, a wild and ear-
splitting din that seems to come from
everywhere. Then suddenly as it began,
it stops.

The Senor and his singing compan-
ions, having got I heir music-making off
their chests, are new ready for dinner.
From their night's work many a rodent
career will be cui short, many a rabbit
subtracted from the numbers game, many
an insect gone for good, the coyote-broth-
erhood being a major check on such popu-
lations.

Indeed it must be said that no matter
what biologists mav think privately of the
musical quality of coyote singing, they re-
gard these sharp-nosed, big-eared, fast-
footed members of the dog tribe as very
beneficial fellows, extremely important to
the balance of nature. For in addition to
holding down rodent and insect numbers,
coyotes also help control population in
many kinds of birdj and game animals
who, in over-abundance, would be detri-
mental to their own species.

Coyotes keep wildlife species vigorous
by weeding out the weak, and hold disease

at a minimum by the destruction of the
sick. Doing a bit of dainty garbage col-
lecting and removal of dead remains on
the side, they also serve as scavengers,
cleaning up the desert as well.

If given a chance, a coyote can tuck
away at least a pound and a half of food
a day, and it takes a lot of rodents (a pock-
et mouse ma}' weigh only as much as three
or four sticks of gum) to fill the bill.
Hence much hunting has to be done, par-
ticularly in the worst of desert regions
where food items are very scarce.

A coyote may hunt alone, following a
regular beat that has proven fruitful over
the time. This may be about a 10-mile cir-
cuit, and the Senor, moving along at an
easy trot, checks into arroyos, turning
over this rock or that, poking under this
sagebrush, all the time cocking a big ear
this way and that for the slightest sound.
Much of his rodent hunting success is
based on acute hearing: a rustle, a squeak
being all that is needed. Zoologist Alcorn,
spotting a coyote one day trotting along
about 400 yards away, produced a squeaky
sound by the well-known boys' trick of
putting the back of his hand against his
lips and sucking air into his mouth. The

coyote turned immediately and headed in
the squeak direction. The team of Peter-
son, Heaton and Wruble, testing the audi-
tory responses of various carnivores re-
cently (among them coyotes, greyhounds,
foxes, bears, domestic cats, hyenas), re-
ported the coyote placed very high in effi-
ciency of sound reception, even among
these notoriously alert animals.

Coyotes dearly love rabbit meat, but the
big jacks can easily outrun them, doing a
neat 40 mph with the coyote lagging be-
hind at 3^ mph. Hence cooperative hunt-
ing goes on among coyotes, one circling-
driving the rabbit towards the other who
waits in ambush. Hunting in pairs can
likewise bring a buck home to a couple of
extra ambitious coyotes- -a treat usually
unavailable to a single coyote, since mem-
bers of the deer tribe are also too fast.

Foodwise the coyote is an omnivorous
eater; prickly pear, acorns, mesquite beans
wild fruits, snakes, melons, birds, scor-
pions all being on the menu. Biologist
Fitch, hearing loud complaints from cat-
tlemen, made a study on a cattle range in
California. Now it is a social custom
among coyotes when covering the hunting
circuits or when traveling from here to
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there, to pause along ridges and deposit
feces and urine to mark such trails. Along
some of the well-traveled trails there is an
accumulation of droppings. Knowing that
hair and bones in these remains would tell
the story of what was eaten, Fitch collect-
ed over a thousand scats. From these some
2,250 definite identifications were made
and they turned out to be ground squirrels,
cottontails, kangaroo rats, pocket gophers,
woodrats, pocketmice, field, meadow and
harvest mice, squirrels, chipmunks, quail,
skunks, jays, towhee, mourning doves,
screech owls, gopher snakes, rattlesnakes,
lizards, spadefoot toad, Jerusalem crickets,
grasshoppers and many other different
kinds of insects. Some remains of domestic
cow and horse showed up here, too, prob-
ably taken as carrion.

The overall picture showed that 90 per-
cent of the diet of coyotes on this cattle
range was made up of rodents and rabbits,
snakes accounting for about eight percent
in addition. This 98 percent total indicat-
ed that relations with the range cattle were
harmonious, in spite of the fact that coy-
otes do hang about a herd, feeding as a
matter of fact on the afterbirths. Only
occasionally, Fitch found, an individual

coyote learned to kill small calves, and
caused damage.

Murie's study on another range showed
coyotes there stuck consistently to cotton-
tails, but when the supply of these failed,
the)' turned to sheep. This points up the
fallacy of the so called "rabbit drives"
conducted today wherein the result of
such a blood)- day's work is only to in-
crease the certainty of more stock trouble.

More and more ranchers in the South-
west are realizing that rodents compete
with stock for range plants, eating the
seeds, cutting off new shoots, and that the
coyote, with his heavy emphasis on ro-
dents and rabbits in his diet does far
more good than harm. Hence, man)' are
now closing their ranches to coyote per-
secution.

Coyotes raise only one litter a year,
breeding around the first of January in
the low deserts and as late as March or
April in the high. Home sweet home is
generally a second hand badger hole, en-
larged with three or four exits added, and
kept clean of debris and odors. The en-
trance is usually well hidden by catclaw or
other prickly concealing shrubs. Gestation
takes some 60-63 days and litters vary in
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Ranchers today realize the desert coyote does more good than harm. Photo by G. E.
Kirkpatrick.

size from five if food is scarce to a bumper
crop of 19 if times are very good. The
dark brown fuzzy pups are hard to see in
the burrow, weigh about one pound, five
ounces at birth and open their eyes in
about nine to 14 days.

Excellent parental care is one of the
biggest reasons for the coyote's success
under very tough desert conditions, with
the Senor playing i prominent part. It is
he who leads the I airily on hunting par-
ties, for when the pups are about eight
to 10 weeks old, the den is abandoned
and the arduous faining period begins.
Under the guidance of the adults the
pups learn to catch the wiley rodents, and
how best to use their sharp senses not only
in hunting but in self protection as well.
By the time fall comes, the pups are nearly
grown, and can handle desert problems—
even in Death Valley.

Now they must move out, for the par-
ental home range will not support so
many predators, and :he dispersal of the
family begins. Stanley and Jackson report
pups tagged and released immediately at
den sites in New Mexico were found on
an average 22.6 miles away in about two
years. One Wyoming male pup had travel-
ed 100 miles from Ins birth den in a year,
a female 80 miles. Another, going by way
of the winding Snake River, ended up 400
air miles away from where he started.

Senor Coyote is about the size of a
small shepherd dog, and thus about a third
as big as his cousin, the timber wolf. He
may be about twice the size of his smaller
fox cousins. Compared to his close rela-
tive, the domestic dog, the coyote has a
much longer muzzle, practically no fore-
head, his legs are longer and more slender,
his feet small and dainty, his tail bushier.
Dwelling in the desert, he dresses in the
pale buffs and greys of his surroundings.

The Senor is tough, endowed with a
hard physique and remarkable recupera-
tive powers, often r e c o v e r i n g from
wounds fatal to other animals. He is ex-
tremely alert and given to using his head
to get himself out of difficulties. He is

also capable of rapid exits, streaking
across the desert, ears laid back, nose
stretched out, his legs driving like pistons,
tail streaming out behind. Given half a
chance, he can live to be 10 years of age,
perhaps IS if he's lucky.

Maybe it's the singing that does it, for
the Senor, after a night of hunting and
socializing, trots to his favorite singing
spot at the very first sign of day and,
poking his long nose up into the air, lets
loose with his Dawn Song which, for sheer
noise and wild yip-yapping beats the even-
ing serenade all hollow.
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Pupfish
by Ernie Cowan

V ISITORS TO Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park will be surprised to learn

that there is son elhmg new under the
sun there. We ha^e enjoyed several week-
end outings as a result of a new experi-
ment by park rangers to keep two species
of animals one step ahead of the grim
reaper.

In a program unique to California State
Parks, rangers are trying to reintroduce
two kinds of animals now extinct within
the nearly half-million acre park in east-
ern San Diego County.

The animals an- the desert tortoise and
the desert pupfish. Nearly 80 tortoises
have been collected by rangers and 65

have been released in a remote area of
the Pinyon Mountains. A few pupfish
were put in a new home all their own last
year and now number several thousand.

Park Supervisor Jack Hesemeyer and
naturalist Ernie Brown are responsible
for this interesting idea designed to re-
plenish the desert park with some of the
animals that were native there in the past.

The idea of replanting tortoises began
about two years ago when someone
brought their pet tortoise to park head-
quarters in Borrego Springs. The owners
felt sorry for their pet living in the city,
so decided to return it to its natural home.

Brown and some of the other park
rangers found other people in the city had
desert tortoises as pets, so a few more were
collected and it was decided to release
them in a suitable area with hopes they
would breed.

A San Diego newspaper ran a story
about the tortoises and as a result 77 were
collected and brought to the park, includ-
ing 12 we collected in our own area. A
special wire enclosure has been built be-

Park Naturalist Ernie Brown
(above) examines a desert
tortoise. A female desert pupfisb
(left) compared in size
to a dime.

hind park headquarters where new arrivals
are kept until they can be released with a
number of others. Visitors are welcome to
come and see these docile reptiles in a na-
tural setting.

Naturalist Brown feels there are prob-
ably "thousands" of tortoises in backyards
of California cities. The tortoise is a harm-
less animal and makes a good pet. This
fact has contribulted to the decline of this
animal since they have been picked up and
carted off by the thousands.

California has recognized this problem
and has made it illegal to possess a desert
tortoise.

Over the past 1 H months, park rangers
have released three groups of tortoises in
a remote area of upper Fish Creek. The
area is accessible only on foot, but it's
well worth the several miles of walking to
see how these new park residents are do-
ing. Check with park rangers for specific
directions.

We have hiked into the area several
times in the past few months and have
found seven live tortoises and three that
have not survived. It is not known why the
three died, but one we found had eight
eggs inside its shell.

Before being released, each tortoise was
engraved with its own identification num-
ber. They were weighed, measured and
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all information was carefully recorded.
As yet no detailed survey has been

made of the fledgling herd, but naturalist
Brown plans a survey this spring when
the tortoises are most active. In the mean-
time anyone who finds a tortoise with a
number on its back is asked to leave it
alone and report the number and location
to rangers.

If you are not the active type, there is
still plenty for you to see in the park at
the special pupfish pond built at the
mouth of Borrego Palm Canyon.

Here supervisor Hesemeyer arranged
for an honor camp crew to build a natural-
looking shallow pond. Rocks were placed
around the pond, water plants were intro-
duced, and after the water "cured" for a
time, 50 of the tiny pupfish were moved
into their new plastic-lined home.

Now visitors can sit beside the pond
and watch for the colorful iridescent-
blue male to pop to the surface, or the
silvery brown female to swim into view.
There is also an aquarium at park head-
quarters with pupfish for visitors to see.

The pond has also provided an added
bonus. It has become a favorite watering
place for many of the desert birds and
smaller animals. The nature photographer
has a field day there in the early morning
hours of summer. Tracks of a fox, coyote,
bobcat or ringtail cat can often be found
in the damp sand.

The pupfish in the park pond were
caught in the Salton Sea. Brown says the
Salton Sea is their major population
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stronghold now. The only other known
location of this particular species of pup-
fish in San Sebastian Marsh, east of the
park boundary in Imperial County.

The pupfish is scientifically important
because of its unique ability to survive
under a wide range of living conditions.
This tiny little fish of one and one-half
inches is capable of living in water from
near freezing to 108 degrees and in nearly
pure water to water with salinity twice
that of the ocean.

These fish face a threat, however, since
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increasing salinity of the Salton Sea could
kill all living thing:; there in another five
to ten years, according to some leading
scientists.

Brown says the pupfish was once
found in Fish Creek when it was running,
Carrizo Marsh and other all-year water
sources in the park. Man is the biggest
enemy of the pupfish, however. Water
pollution and the lowering of water tables
threaten these fish with oblivion. A de-
tailed census has not been taken as yet.
but Brown estimates at least 20,000 now
thrive in the pond.

This spring i: i:> hoped some of the
tiny fish can be transplanted in places
such as Yaqui Well, Sentenac Canyon,
Mountain Palm Spring and Carrizo
Marsh, reversing the process of extinc-
tion that has already taken its toll. By
spreading the fish around, it will be that
much more difficult for them to disappear
in case of disaster.

Perhaps the most important thing
about these efforts of park rangers is
what they are providing for the visitor.

Our family has taken the time to seek out
these new residents of the park and as a
result we have learned a little more about
nature and some of its wonders.

The tortoise and the pupfish also show
us again the contrast of this amazing arid
land. In an environment of little water, a
tiny fish survives that may hold the answer
to scientific questions of lasting import.
At the same time a sluggish reptile, un-
changed for eons, fights a new enemy for
survival. With the help of the state parks
he may win!

FREE CATALOG
FUN & PROFIT

WITH
METAL DETECTORS

Goldak, White s, Precision, Bounty Hunter

Prospecting and Hiking Equipment
Books — Topo Maps

FREE—Indexes for Topo Maps, stock Western
states, each state has index.

JACOBSEN SUPPLIERS
9322 California Ave., South Gate, Calif.
Phone 569-8041 90280

Locates buried gold,
silver, coins,
jexvelry, old
weapons. Worhs
through earth,
vegetation,
water, wood.

New Relco detectors
send electronic beam
far into earth to seek

out treasures lost or hidden through-
out the centuries. Signals when ob-
ject is detected. Most powerful made.

Write for free catalog and fascinating trea-
sure booklet.

RELCO, Dept. D • 287, Box 10839, Houston, Tex. 77018

NAM E

ADDRESS-

CITY ..STATE. -ZIP

ADVENTURERS • TREASURE
HUNTERS • PROSPECTORS

Factual, exciting articles on prospecting, min-
ing, treasure hunting, and gent polishing.
Many "How-To-Do-It" articles on gold pan-
ning, treasure hunting, equipment building,
etc. Sample copy 25c. Bimonthly, $6.50 per
year.

THE TREASURE HUNTER
ox 188D, Midway City, Calif. 92655

FOR THE ORIGINAL IN GIFTS
Made by the Original Americans

Shop at

Indian Shop

Featuring the Finest in Silver,
Turquoise Jewelry, Kachinas,
Pottery, Baskets, Indian Art

and Beautiful Rugs

Indian owned and operated

Phone (714) 325-2612
Open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily

except Sunday

245 South Indian Avenue

Palm Springs, Calif.

Also in Escondido . . .

THE INDIAN SHOP

ESCONDIDO MALL

1 331 -C E. VALLEY PARKWAY
ESCONDIDO, CALIFORNIA
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Fine California and
Nevada Specimens

and Cutting Materials

Custom
Gold Jewelry

Gy-Roc Distributor

103 N. MAIN ST., BISHOP, CALIF, 93514

Write For Gem Maker's
FREE CATALOG!!

Showing ^
OVER -'• ^iW>j
200 * ™

MACHINES
Send Me FREE Catalog Post Paid

COVINGTON ENGINEERING CORP."
"Manufacturers & Designers"

BOX 35 REDLANDS D, CALIF. 92373

Name
Address
City
State Zip

ZIP CODE YOUR MAIL
FOR FASTER SERVICE

THE SPARKLE TUMBLER

HOLDS 3 LBS. OF GEM MATERIAL

FOR ONLY $11.95

PLUS POSTAGE

GORDON'S ALL-NEW

QOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

g
1971-72 CATALOG 8

J l S NOW AVAILABLE. OVER 250 PAGES 8

gOF MOUNTINGS, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES. 8

O A MUST FOR NEW ROCKHOUNDS g

8 $100, REFUNDABLE O

§ WITH ANY $7.50 ORDFR. §

g FREE! FREE! g
O For DESERT Magazine Readers g
8 GORDONS GEM SHOPPER O
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

1741 CHERRY AVE

LONG BEACH, CALIF. 90804

P.O. BOX 4073D

Rambling

Hocks
by
0lenn

and Martha Vargas

ORGANIC MINERALS
Produced By Living Things
(Continued from last month}

PROBABLY THE most important of the

organic gems are those produced by
the sea. Tortoise shell, mentioned last
month, is one of them. At the top of the
list, however, is pearl. These sphere-like
gems are produced by a type of mussel,
but called a pearl oyster. Many other
molluscs; real oysters, clams, snails and
scallops produce pearls, but they are never
of any value. The edible oyster is in this
class, and any pearls to be found in the
fresh or canned product were never any
good, cooked or uncooked.

Pearls are formed around some type of
I irritant that managed to get into the flesh

of the animal. It is usually thought to be
a grain of sand, which it seldom is. The
irritant is more often some very small
sea animal that tries to dig into the flesh
of its host. The pearl is built up of succes-
sive layers of calcium carbonate (the min-
eral aragonite) and called nacre. This is a
French word (pronounced na-ker) mean-
ing mother of pearl. The layers of nacre
are held together by a leathery substance
known as conchiolin. The layers of nacre
are deposited as very small crystals, and
are identical to the material that makes up
the inside layer of the shell. Thus, if the
inside of the shell of the mollusc is pearly
or iridescent, then it may have valuable
pearls.

Once the "oyster" begins to coat the ir-
ritant, he finds to his dismav that the coat-
ing is a further irritant, and he is caught
up in an unending circle. The more he
coats the irritant, the more it irritates.

The crystals of the nacre layer give a
roughness for the next layer of conchiolin
to attach to, thus helping to bond each
layer tightly together. The final layer of
nacre carries with it all of the color and
iridescence that the shell close by exhibits.
Part of the fine play of colors is due to
the tiny crystals of which it is made. Light
reflecting from the many prisms accounts
for much of the iridescence.

These tiny crystals help to identify
pearls. A person wanting to know if it is
genuine rubs the pearl over his front
teeth (not bites i t!), and the roughness
of the nacreous surface can be felt. Fake
pearls are a lacquer-like coating over a
sphere of some kind, and are smooth. Cul-
tured pearls are a thin coat of nacre over
a sphere that was placed in the animal.

Coral is an organic gem from the ocean.

The layer is rough, just as in natural pearl.

All pearls are not spherical. Actually,
a very small percentage of usuable size
natural pearls are true spheres. The tiny
ones usual I)' start that way, but as growth
progresses, the spherical symmetry is usu-
ally lost. Growth of layers may be greater
on one side, or two pearls may join. If
the animal that irritates is fairly large and
irregular shaped, the pearl may assume
that shape. Such pearls are known as
baroijiie (pronounced bar oke) pearls.
This is another French word, meaning odd
or irregular.

The abalone of our Pacific waters will
sometimes produce very beautiful pearls.
These are nearly always baroque and far
from spheres. The pearl here is usually
formed around a small boring shellfish
that has bored its way into the body of the
animal. Abalone shell is sometimes used as
a source of mother of pearl.

Ordinarily, mother of pearl, or pearl
shell is cut from the shells of other mol-
luscs. This is sometimes to be had in
sheets, but is mostly chunks that can be



fashioned into jewelry, buttons, or even
fake pearls. Sonic of the oysters that pro-
duce precious pearls are used for this pur-
pose, but much of the material comes
from a near relative that produces few
pearls. Pearl buttons have been virtually
driven off of the. market by plastics, but
a few uses remain.

The nucleus sphere of the cultured
pearl, as produced by the Japanese, is
made from a type of pearl-bearing clam
shell found in the rivers of central United
States. This was found to be the best type
of shell sphere that che pearl oyster would
not reject. If the oyster is to coat the sphere
with nacre, it must be an irritant, but not
so great an irritant that the animal will
force the sphere out of his body.

Another fine < rganic gem from the sea
is coral. These are twig-like growths of
calcium carbonate that are dredged from
the sea bottom. This time the mineral is
calcite. The growths are produced by ani-
mals, even though the results look much
like a plant. The coral producing animals
are relatives of the starfishes.

The most prized coral is the red to
orange-red type lound in the Mediterran-
ean Sea. Similar types are found around
islands in warm Pacific waters. Some con-
chiolin is also used here as a binding
agent, but it is n inor. Unlike pearl, coral
is cut into gems, usually as beads, but it is
also carved into flowers, etc. Tt again is
soft and tough, and takes a good polish
with ease.

Recently, another material has appear-
ed on the market called black coral. This
is not a true coral, but is produced by a
fairly close relative, Black coral is made
up almost entirely of conchiolin, and is
very tough and leathery. It can be easily
cut and shaped with simple metal working
tools, and takes a brilliant jet black polish.

The last, but lot the least interesting,
of the organic minerals we will discuss is
known as whewellite. It is whistled just
as it is spelled! This is calcium oxalate,
and is produced by plants. Many plants
produce oxalic acid, which is then con-
verted into the insoluable whewellite.
After the plant dies, the mineral is con-
centrated and small crystals are formed,
usually in coal beds. This is sometimes
cut into a small and rather drab gem for
collectors. The place in mineralogy for
whewellite is subject to argument. Many
mineralogists fee it is not a true mineral,
but for lack of space to classify it, most
complete mineral books list it. rj

Calendar of
Western Events

MARCH 11 & 12, SPRING PARADE OF
GEMS sponsored by the Needles Gem and
Mineral Club. High School Gymnasium, Nee-
dles, Calif. Admission free. Field trips, door
prizes, bottle exhibits. Write Ruth Brooks,
P. O. Box 726, Needles, Calif. 92363.

MARCH 11 & 12, MOTHER LODE MINER-
AL SOCIETY'S annual Gem and Mineral
Show, Stanislaus County Fairgrounds, Turlock,
Calif. Adults, 50 cents admission. Complete
show. Write Donald Nelson, 1025 Pearl Ave..
Modesto, Calif.

MARCH 18 & 19, TOURNAMENT OF
GEMS sponsored by the Pasadena Lapidary
Society, Farnsworth Park, Altadena, Calif. Free
parking and admission. Complete show. Write
Howard Snider, 177 Wapello, Altadena, Calif.
91001.

MARCH 2 5 & 26, A WEEKEND IN GEM-
LAND sponsored by the Northrop Recreation
Gem and Mineral Club, Northrop Recreation
Club House, 12329 South Crenshaw Blvd..
Hawthorne, Calif. Free parking and admission.
Write Bill Nary, 17210 Spinning Ave., '1'or-
rante, Calif. 90504.

MARCH 2 5 & 26, NINTH ANNUAL BOT-
TLE SHOW & WORKSHOP, sponsored by
Bishop Belles and Beaux Bottle Club, Tri-
County Fairgrounds, Bishop, Calif. Write
P. O. Box 1475 Bishop. Calif. 93514.

MARCH 25-29, DESERT ART SHOW, Re-
creation Hall, Shoshone, Calif. Visitors and
entrants welcome. Write P. O. Box 69. Tecopa,
Calif. 92389.

MARCH 30-APRIL 2, FALLBROOK ART
ASSOCIATION AND FALLBROOK GEM &
MINERAL Joint Show, Fallbrook High School,
Fallbrook. Calif. Free admission & parking.
Write P. O. Box 62, Fallbrook, Calif. 92028.

APRIL 2, RED ROCK CANYON Easter Sun-
rise Services, 25 miles north of Mojave, Calif,
on Highway 14. Since 1908. Starts at 5:45 A.M.

APRIL 7-9, WORLD OF GEMS AND MIN-
ERALS sponsored by Paradise Gem & Mineral
Club, Veterans Memorial Hall, Paradise, Calif.
Complete show. Write Frank Fehely, P. O. Box
359, Paradise, Calif. 95969.

APRIL 8 & 9, SECOND ANNUAL HOBBY
AND GEM SHOW. Bliss, Idaho. Complete
show.

APRIL 8 & 9, NORWALK ROCKHOUND'S
Gem and Mineral Show, Masonic Hall, 12345
Rosecrans Ave., Norwalk, Calif. Complete
show. Free admission and parking. Write Mrs.
Dan Harlow, 13000 Crossdale, Norwalk, Calif.
90650.

For
the
Birds?
You
know
it is!

Hummingbird
Feeder
• DRIPLESS
• BEE PROOF
• ANT PROOF
• NOTHING TO RUST

ONLY Postpaid

Send check or money order to:

MAGAZINE

Palm Desert, California 92260
Cal i forn ia residents add 15c tax
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The Trading Post Classified Ads
• BOOKS - MAGAZINES

OUT-OF-PRINT books at lowest prices! You
name it—we ;ind it! Western Americana,
rlesert and lnd:an books a specialty. Send
•is your wants. No obligation. International
Bookfinders. Box 1, Pacific Palisades, Calif.
90272.

'GEMS & MINERALS,'' the monthly guide to
gems, minerals, and rock hobby fun. $4.50
year. Sample 25c. Gems & Minerals, Mentone,
Calif. 92359.

WILD & WOOLLY WEST BOOKS, 3 0 # , Rails on
Narrow Gauge 1 rains, Yukon Poems, Book of
Pancakes, Navajo Weavers & Silversmiths,
Wet Plates & Dry Gulches (ghost towns),
Simple Methods o+' Mining Gold, and others,
$1.00 each postpaid, and illustrated. Send
stamp for catalog. Filter Press, Box 5D,
Palmer Lake, Colorado 80133.

"OVERLOOKED FORTUNES" in minerals and gem
stones; here are a few of the 300 or more
you may be overlooking: uranium, vanadium
tin, tungsten, columbium, tantalum, nickel,
cobalt, gold, silver, platinum, iriclium, beryl-
lium, emeralds, etc. Some worth $1 to $2 a
pound, others $25 tc $200 per ounce,- an
emerald the sizr; of your thumb may bo
worth $1000 or more,- learn how to find,
identify and cash in on them. New simple
system. Send for free copy "Overlooked For-
tunes in Minerals," it may lead to knowledge
which may mnkr; you rich! Duke's Research
Laboratory, Box 666-B, Truth or Conseguonces
New Mexico 87901.

LOST DESERT GOLD, legendary and geological
history of the southern California desert, with
photos and maps to pinpoint locations. $2.50
postpaid. Gedco Publishing Co., Box 67, Bell
flower, Calif. 90706.

"UPPER MOJAVE DESERT," first book to reveal
route of extinct Tonopah-Tidewater Railroad,
original names of present towns and cities,
the Borax story, biographies of pioneers.
Hardbound. Many priceless photos. Only
$4.95 postpaid f'O-n author.- Mary O'Conley
Baker, Calif. 92309.

TREASURE HUNTER'S HANDBOOK, Almana: of
Coin, Relic, Treasure Hunting. Personalities,
Articles, Detector Information. $4.00. Slocum
Books, Box 176, Reseda, Calif. 91335.

GUIDE TO MEXICO'S gems and minerals: locaii
ties, mines, maps, directions, contacts. Eng-
lish-Spanish glossary, too. S2.00 postpaid.
Gemac, Mentone. Calif. 92359.

SURVIVAL BOOKS! Guerrilla Warfare, Wilder-
ness Living, Medical, Guns, Self Defense
Nature. Books—Vital, Fascinating, Extraor-
dinary; Catalog free. Adobe Hacienda,
Route 3, Box 517A, Glendale, Arizona 85301.

"DEAD MEN DO Tell Tales" By Lake Erie Schae-
fer. Facts about Frank Fish's mysterious death,
still unexplained. Sequel to "Buried Treasure
& Lost Mines" the Treasure Hunters manual.
$3 postpaid. L. Erie Schaefer, 14728 Peyton

J3riye, Chino, Calif. 91710.

ANTIQUE BARBED WIRE Identification. Hand-
book hundreds of wires. Illustrated, names,
dated, etc. Send $1.00 to Wire Sales, Box
6392-X, Bakersfield, Calif. 93306.

NATURE BOOKS — Animals, Trees, Minerals,
Herbs, Birds, Conservation, Outdoor Lore, His-
tory. Free catalogs! Anthony's Scientific, Box
154-M, Clinton, Maryland 20735.

FREE 128 page catalog on detectors, books and
maps. General Electronic Detection Co., 1623S
Lakewood Blvd., Bellflower, Calif. 90706.

• BOOKS - MAGAZINES
BAJA CALIFORNIA, The: Last New Frontier. Out-

door experiences down through Baja to La
Paz—1 8 times by Jeep. Baja's people, roads,
fishing, gold, relics and unusual trip incidents.
Page map. First ecition, $3.50. W. Tilton,
1615 West 2j_st_SJ\^Jopeka, Kan_sas_66604._

RIVER OF GOLD, the richect treasure of them
all. A new book "Treasure Travels' contains
all new photos, maps and other valuable
information on California's most fabulous
trecsure. $3 postpaid. Gedco Publishing Co.,

J3ox 67, Bellflower, Calif. 90706.

THIRTY VOLUMES of Desert Magazines begin-
ning first issue November 1 937, in binders,
perfect condition, $300. Jessie Hamner, Box
85, Coachella, Calif. 92236.

BOOK RESTORATION. Old books and bibles re-
paired. Send 25c for illustrated estimate pam-
phlet. P.O. Box 10C8-B, Fremont, California
94538.

EQUIPMENT

GOLD DRY Washer plans, portable hand opera-
ted, recover gold from gold diggings, from
dry river beds, etc., by air principle. S2.00.
R. Bown, P.O. oox 791, Arcadia, Calif 91006

SAMPLING MACHINE. Own make. Suitable for
working gold bearing gravel. R. Hetherington,
5815 Fayette St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90042.

• FOSSILS

FOSSILS OF ALL TYPES. Fossil shells, fossil teeth
—horse, shark, camel, etc. Fossil wood, plants.
Excellent quality fossils sold individually, and
in limited quantities. No bulk quantities avail-
able. Send stamp for price list. K. Frazier,
4564 32nd Street, San Diegc, Calif. 92116.

• GEMS
GOLD—TEN PLACER nugget-grains with "Gold-

en State Gold Story" $2.00 each, 4—$5.00,
10—$10.00, 50—$/5.00. A Bit of U.S.A.,
3131 N. 33rd Street, Dhoenix Arizona 85018.

SHAMROCK ROCK SHOP, 593 West La Cadena
Drive. Riverside, California 92501. Parallel
to Riverside Freeway. Phone 686-3956.
Come in and browse; jewelry mountings,
chains, supplies, minerals, slabs, rough ma-
terial, equipment, black lights, metal de-
tectors, maps, rock cind bottle books.

TEN GOLD NUGGETS with "California Gold
Story," $2.00; 10 for $15.00. A Bit of
U.S.A., 3131 -T North 33rd St., Phoenix, Ari-
zona 85018.

GEM SHOP WEST. Mineral spscimens, custom
jewelry, gem identification, sabbing. 72-042
Highway 111, Rancho Mirage, Calif. 92270.
Phone 346-2812.

• INDIAN GOODS
INDIAN COLLECTION: 43 frames arrow points,

many gems, some over 4000 years; 14 frames
from various parts of country, spear points to
12-inches, 1 frame ceremonial Rhodes Mound;
4 frames cut abalone shells, shell necklaces,-
Russian trade beads and ceremonial necklace.
Bow] 4000 years old from Mexican Tombs.
Four beveled knife, 2 tang knives, 2 large
ollas, 1 large granary. Many other Indian
artifacts. 500 cut ana polished rock, fossils,
petrified wood. Large shell collection. G. Bee-
bower, 2490 N. Euclid, Upland, Calif. 91786.

• INDIAN GOODS

FINE RESERVATION-AAADE Navajo, Zuni, Hopi
jewelry and Kachina dolls, Navajo rugs, Yei
blankets, Chimayo blankets and vests, pot-
tery. Nambe cooking and serving ware and
unique gifts. A collectors paradise. Open
every day from 10:00 to 5:30. Buffalo Trad-
ing Post, 20115 Highway 18, Apple Valley,
Calif. 92307.

APACHE INDIAN ARROWHEADS: Perfect, authen-
tic, rare, agate, jasper, obsidian, flint, 4 —
$1.00; 25—$5.00. Epanco, DD1239, Apache
Junction, Arizona 85220.

• MAPS

DESERT ADVENTURE — Two maps featuring
ghost towns, mining camps, old trails, aban-
doned railroads, scenic and unusual back
country to explore . . . multi-color, 22x35"
on topo base. "Overview of Mojave Desert"
—$3.00; "Colorado Desert Overview" (River-
side, Imperial, San Diego Counties) $3.00;
both $5.00; rolled 25c extra. Desert Enter-
prises, Box 286-D, Ontario, Calif. 91761.

OLD MAP KIT. Reprints of State and Railroad
maps, 70-90 years old. Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope for details. Specify state.
Northern Map Co., 2046 N. Tripp Ave., Dept.
DM, Chicago, Illinois 60639.

FOR RESEARCHERS, ADVENTURERS, treasure and
relic-hunters, we offer these maps: "Road
Map to Lost Mines—Buried Treasures of Cali-
fornia" folded, $4.00. "Road Map to Cali-
fornia's Pioneer Towns, Ghost Towns and Min-
ing Camps," folded or rolled, $2.95. Both
$6.50. "Oregon Trail," a decorative pictorial,
showing routes and landmarks of 1810-1860.
Fine artwork, rolled, $1.50. California tax
5 % . We also offer map-rnaking services to
order. Varna Enterprises, Dept. A, P.O. Box
2216, Van Nuys, California 91404.

• MINERALS, PRECIOUS STONES
NEW! Send for big new 1972 Illustrated Catalog

(215 photographs!). Large variety of Exciting
and Interesting Mineral Specimens, Beautiful
Crystals and Crystal Groups, Rocks., Rocks &
Mineral Collections, and Amazing Geological
Oddities! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Our 25th
year. Send only $2.00 (credited on first order).
Filer's, Box 487~DD, Yucaipa, Calif. 92399.

ATTENTION BEGINNING ROCKHOUNDS and Min-
eral Collectors! Having trouble identifying the
minerals and rocks you find? Join the Mineral
of the Month Club and increase your know-
ledge. When you join, you will receive a dif-
ferent identified mineral or rock each monfh
from small crystals up to 1 V?"xl '/-, ". Each
specimen has a number glued on it which
corresponds to accompanying list which gives
name of specimen and locality. In addition,
each member receives a 160 page Mineral
and Rock Book with 400 color illustrations.
Join today and start learning! Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Send only $5.50 for 3 months
membership, or $10.00 for 6 months, or only
$16.00 for 12 interesting and exciting month-
ly packages! Free: Each new member receives
a Ruby Crystal! Mineral of the Month Club,
Box 487-DD, Yucaipa, Calif. 92399.

• MINING
FOR SALE—for the uranium prospector—Scintil-

lator Model 1 1 1 B de luxe. Also Squealer
Model 123. Very good condition. Price for
both units—$325.00. Also for sale—for the
desert prospector—gold dry washer, complete
with Briggs & Stratton engine, $100.00. Jim
Ambrose, 11020 Pomelo Drive, Desert Hot
Springs, Calif. 92240. Phone (714) 329-8054.

ASSAYS. COMPLETE, accurate, guaranteed. High-
est quality specfrographic. Only S5.00 per
sample. Reed Engineering, Box 121, Wright-
wood, California 92397.



HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD
^C Mail your ccpy ord first-insertion remit-

tance to: Trndinc Post, Desert Magazine,
Palm Desert, California 92260. Classified
rates are 25c : e' word, $5 minimum
per insertion.

DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS IS 1OTH OF
SECOND MONTH PRECEDING COVER DATE.

• TREASURE FINDERS • MISCELLANEOUS

• OLD COINS, STAMPS

CHOICE UNCIRCULATED SILVER DOLLARS: 1880-
81 S Mint; 1883-4-5; 1898-99-1900-01-
02-04 O Mint, $5.00 each. The lot $50.00.
Illustrated catalogu; 50c. Shultz, Salt Lake
City, Utah 841 10.

• REAL ESTATE

GOVERNMENT LANDS
Million acres! For
Land Buyer's Guide
Review" listing lai
U.S., send $1.00.
United Lands, Box
D.C. 20036.

GOVERNMENT LANDS
Available for recrea
steading. For latest
ern Lands, Box 1 '
984 01 .

SPECULATION—approx
Palm Springs city lim
jacent land recently
sell one-half price
Contact D. Hayes,
wood, Calif. 90068
Also 5 acres near D

TEN ACRES, sale or ex
etc. as down payr
East Vista Way, Vis'

FOR LEASE AND/OR
house on 5 acre pa
way. All utilities, we
33 miles from Hoi I i
hobbies or travel I'
234 Spreckles Drive

• TRAVEL

. low as $1 .00 acre!
exclusive "Government
olus "Land Opportunity

ds available throughout
Satisfaction guaranteed.

9107-RC, Washington,

— Low as $1.25 acre!
ion, investment or home-
eport, send $1.00. West-
5.5-DM, Tacoma, Wash.

rrctely 26 acres, near
it;. Snow Creek area. Ad-
sold $600 per acre. Will
:lue to estate conditions.
3218 Craig Drive, Holly-
or phone 213-851 -3340.
lion Road, Indio.
:hange. Will accept Jeep,
lenv. Anza Realty, 1803
a, Calif. 92083.
5c!e—I or 2 four-room
::;l and secondary high-

II water. Hot, dry climate,
sfer. Ideal for retirement,

clquarters. A. E. Otis,
Aotos, Calif. 95003.

DEATH VALLEY and Desert Areas "Jeep" Photo-
See Tours, 4225 Paseo de las Tortugas, Tor-
rance, Calif. 90505. Paul H. Thompson, Photo-
grapher-Guide.

• TREASURE FINDERS

FIND BURIED TREASURE with revolutionary
patented, analytical me-tal detector. Features
push button and au OTiatic tuning, negligible
ground pickup, greates* range. Free catalogue.
Gardiner Electronics Co, Dept. 5 1 , 4729 N.
7th Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85013.

METAL LOCATORS: Wl te's, Goldak, Detectron,
Metrotech, Precision Excelsior, Fisher. Free
catalog. Aurora Prospector Supply, 6286
Beach Blvd., Buena :iark, Calif. 90620 (714)
521-6321.

NEW BREED OF META. LOCATORS. Transistor
ized, lightweight censt-uction. Money back
guarantee. Free lite rature. Roth Industries,
Box 90993, Dept. 1( Los Angeles, California
90009.

GOLD, SILVER^ RELICS! Located with powerful
Detectron Metal Detectors. Free information.
Detectron, Dept. D-3 Box 243, San Gabriel,
Calif 91778.

GOLDAK Treasure Locaiors—Pleasure and profit
in c hobby you'll Enjoy. Find coins, relics,
gold, silver. Charge on Bankamericard. Gol-
dak, Dept. DM, 1101 -A Airway, Glendale,
California 91201.

FISHER DETECTORS. Yoi deserve the best! Free
literature. FRL, Dept. DM3, Palo Alto, Calif.
94303.

POWERFUL METROTECH locators detect gold, sil-
ver, coins, relics. Moneyback guarantee. Terms
free information. Underground Explorations,
Dept. 3A, Box 793, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.

FREE 128 page catalog on detectors, books and
maps. General Electronic Detection Co., 16238
Lakewood Blvd., Bellflower, Calif 90706.

TREASURE-METAL and mineral locators. Free 24
page booklet. GeoFiruHer Co., Box 37, Lake-
wood, Calif. 90714.

• MISCELLANEOUS

FREE CATALOG, distinctive gifts, newest imports,
low cost books: House of Jasan, 175 Calvert
Drive, E-2O3d, Cupertino, Calif. 95014.

REPUBLISHED BY
POPULAR DEMAND

Nevada's
Turbulent
Yesterday
By DON ASHBAUGH

Westernlore Ghost Town Scries

Hell Raising Boom Towns
of a Thousand Killings!

Factual in every detail yet as exciting as a
novel, Nevada's Turbulent Yesterday is
tops in its field. For 10 years as Sunday
editor of the Review Journal, the late Don
Ashbaugh collected material for his book.
Now back in print, this excellent book is a
must for arm chair adventures as well as
active explorers. Hard cover, 349 pages, 67
priceless historical photographs. Price: $7.95
plus 50 cents for mailing. Calif, residents
add 38 cents sales tax. Send check or money
order to DESERT MAGAZINE BOOK
SHOP, Palm Desert, Calif. 92260. Please
include your zip code.

GUMMED NAME AND address labels: 1000—
$ 1 , 3000—$2.25. Two week delivery. C.
Friday, 4705 Adam Road, Santa Susana,
Calif 93063.

1000 DELUXE TWO-color name and address
labels, gold stripe, boxed, $1.00 postpaid.
Carroll, 2100 Palm, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
90266.

YOUNG COUPLE seeking another interested in
living off the land in remote wilderness. F. B.
Sands, Box 622, Pottstown, PA 19464.

WILL YOU GAMBLE S4.00 to save $200? Build
one or several detectors from our 20-page
book "Build Transistor Treasure Detectors. "
Easily followed instructions. $4.00. Trionics,
Box 164, Brewer, Maine 04412.

Fascinating
Articles

About the West
The back issues of DESERT MAGAZINE are

as alive today as the day they were printed.

Packed with information and detailed maps

on out-of-the-way places, the articles are

historically informative for both adults and

students.

1967 Volume
12 MONTHS

$3.00

1968 Volume
1 2 MONTHS

$3.50

1969 Volume
12 MONTHS

$4.00
Preserve your volumes in a handsome brown
vinyl binder. Holds 12 issues. State whether
you want binder dated or undated.

Only $3.50,
postage and tax included.

Send check or money order to

Dept. Dl , Desert Magazine,

Palm Desert, Calif. 92260. Include zip code

"TitAfhT SUBSCRIPTION FORM
mf9ftMr*Ammm PALM

• ENTER A NEW SUBSCRIPTION

NAME

ADDRESS

• SEND GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO:

NAME

ADDRESS

D PAYMENT ENCLOSED

DESERT, CALIFORNIA 92260

• RENEW MY PRESENT SUBSCRIPTION

ZIP CODE

D BILL ME LATER

D ALSO SEND DESERT'S 12-ISSUE HANDSOME BROWN VINYL BINDER FOR $3.50

Date Binder(s) with Year(s)
(includes tax and postage!

PI Undated

V
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OVERLAND STAGE TO CALIFORNIA AND THE
PONY EXPRESS by Frank A. Root. A first-hand
account of a mail agent who lived and fought
with the men who settled the West through
their efforts to establish communication across
the wilderness during the 1 800's. First publish-
ed in 1901 and just republished. Heavy stock
and hardcover, original artist illustrations, two
1800 maps, 645 pages, this is a book for
history buffs, $15.00.

PALM CANYONS OF BAJA CALIFORNIA b^
Randall Henderson. The beautiful palm canyons
and isolated areas of Baja California are de-
scribed by the late Randall Henderson, founder
of DESERT Magazine. Although these are his
personal adventures many years ago, little has
changed and his vivid writing is alive today as
it was when he first saw the oases. Paperback,
illustrated, 72 pages, $1.95.

TREASURE HUNTER'S GUIDE TO THE LAW by
Clair Martin Christen sen. Answers all of the
questions relative to the legal aspect of find-
ing treasure trove. Subjects include Antiquities
Act, Mining Claims, Gold Regulations, Trespass
and Salvage, Claim Recordings, Tax Aspect and
many others. Concise and factual. Paperback, 46
pages, $2.7.';.

A FIELD GUIDE TO ROCKS AND MINERALS by
Frederick H. Pough. Authoritative guide to iden-
tification of rocks and minerals. Experts recom-
mend this for all amateurs as one of the best
3 rd edition with many new color illustrations.
Hardcover. $5.95.

FANTASIES OF GOLD by E. B. Sayles. During
liis search for archeological finds for more than
30 years, the author was exposed to the rumors
and legends of lost gold and treasures. After
his retirement as curator of the Arizona State
Museum, he classified and delved into these
still unsolved mysteries. An interesting and in-
formative book on lost bonanzas and legends,
many of which have never been published.
Hardcover, well illustrated, 135 pages, $6.50.

THE CALIFORNIA DESERTS by Edmund C. Jaeger.
Revised 4th edition is standard guide to Mohave
and Colorado deserts with new chapters on
desert conservation and aborigines. Hardcover.
S4.95.

HELLDORADO by William Breakcnridge. One of
"he most famous law enforcement officers of
the Old West describes his life and gives first-
hand accounts of the famous outlaws and law-
men he knew. First published in 1928 and
long out-of-print, now available. Hardcover,
illustrated, 1883 map of Arizona Territory, 255
pages, $7.50.

THE WEEKEND GOLD MINER by A. H. Ryan An
electronic physicist "bitten by the gold bug,"
the author has written a concise and informative
book for amateur prospectors telling where and
how gold is found and how it is separated and
tested, all based on his own practical ex-
perience. Paperback, 40 pages, $1.50.

ARIZONA

ARIZONA by David Muench. The finest pictorial
presentation of the Grand Canyon State ever
published. One of the outstanding color photo-
graphers of the world, Muench has selected 160
of his 4-color photographs which are augmented
by comprehensive text of David Toll. Hardcover,
1 1x14 format, 200 heavy slick pages. S25.00.

LOST MINES OF ARIZONA by Harold Weight.
Covers the Lost Jabonero, lost mines of the
Trigos, Buried Gold of Bicuner and others of
southwestern Arizona. Paperback, $2.00.

GHOST TOWNS OF ARIZONA by James E. and
Barbara Sherman. Well illustrated and including
13 maps, book describes 130 ghost towns with

exact locations. Well-written and researched.
Excellent historical photographs. Large format,
heavy paperback, 208 pages, $3.95.

GHOST TOWNS OF THE WEST by the Editors of
Sunset. Compares the past with the present and
provides both a detailed and overall picture of
"he early-day west. The outstanding collection of
historic photographs are matched by current-
day photos by William Carter. Hardcover, 1 1x9
format, heavy slick paper, 225 pages, maps,
diagrams, etc. $1 1.75.

MAMMALS OF THE SOUTHWEST DESERTS by
George Olin. Newly revised edition describes
the mammals of the deserts with artist illustra-
tion:, of the animals anri their footprints for
easy identification. Paperback, 1 1 2 pages,
$1.50.

COMMON EDIBLE & USEFUL PLANTS OF THE
WEST by Muriel Sweet. A description with artist
orawings of edible (and those not to touch)
plants along with now Indians and pioneers used
them. Paperback, 64 pages, $1.50.

THE INDIANS AND I by Peter Odens. Intimate
conversations with Indians by a compassionate
author who writes in the style of Ernie Pyle.
Paperback, illustrated, 89 pages, $2.00.

POISONOUS DWELLERS OF THE DESERT by Natt
Dodge. Anyone walking through rhe back coun-
try should have and study this book, especially
families with children, Illustrates and describes
which dwellers are poisonous and which are not.
Slick paperback, 40 pages, 75 cents.

CACTI OF CALIFORNIA by E. Yale Dawson. A
handy guide with descrip+ion and illustrations
of the principal cacti of California. Paperback,
64 pages, SI .95.

100 DESERT WILDFLOWERS by Natt Dodge. Each
flower is illustrated with a 4-color photograph
and described in detail, where found, blooming
period, etc. Habifats from sea level to 4,000
feet. Slick paperback, 64 pages, S2.00.

100 ROADSIDE WILDFLOWERS by Natt Dodge. A
companion book and with the same format as
100 Desert Wildflowers, this book lists 100
flowers found from 4,000 to the 7,000-foot
levels. Also has. 4-color photographs. Slick
paperback, 64 pages, $2,00.

A LIGHT HEAR1ED LOOK AT THE DESERT by
Chuck Waggin. A delightfully written and illus-
trated book on desert animals which will be
appreciated by both children and adults. The
sketches are excellent and, although factual,
descriptions make the animals seem like human
beings. Large formal, heavy quality paper, 94
pages, $1 .95.

HAPPY WANDERER TRIPS by Slim Barnard. Well
known TV stars, Henrietta anc Slim Barnard
have put together a selection of their frips
throughout the West from their Happy Wanderer
travel shows. Books have excellent maps, history,
cost of lodging, meals, etc. Perfect for families
planning weekends. Both books arc large format,
heavy paperback, 150 pages each and $2.95
each. Volume One covers California and Volume
Two Arizona, Nevada and Mexico. WHEN OR-
DERING STATE WHICH VOLUME.

BEACHES OF BAJA by Walt Wheelock. Beaches
on the Pacific side of Lower California are de-
scribed by the veteran Baja explorer. Unlike
California beaches, they are still relative;ly free
of crowds. Paperback, illustrated, 72 pp. $1.95.

BOTTLE COLLECTOR'S HANDBOOK by John T.
Yount. Contains a listing of 1850 bottles and
their market value (including the prized Jim
Beams), where to sell and buy, identifications,
etc. Although contains few illustrations, it has
more listings than any other bottle book. Paper-
back, 89 pages, $3.95.

NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS
by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of Nevada's
17 counties, Paher has documented 575 mining
camps, many of which have been erased from
the earth. The book contains the greatest and
most complete collection of historic photographs
of Nevada ever published. This coupled with
his excellent writing and map, creates a book
of lasting value. Large 9x1 1 format, 700
photographs, hardcover, 4 92 pages, $15,00.

ROUGH RIDING by Dick Cepek & Walt Wheelock.
Two veteran drivers have completed an excellent
book on how to drive and survive in the back
country. Although based on driving in Baja Cali-
fornia, the information is applicable to all areas
of the West, This dollar book could easily save
you many dollars. Paperback, 36 pages, $1 .00.

A FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN BIRDS by Roger
Tory Peterson. The standcrd book, for field iden-
tification sponsored by the National Audubon
Society. 2nd edition, enlarged with new section
on Hawaiian bird:;. 658 in full color. Hardcover.
$5.95.

LOST MINES OF THE GREAT SOUTHWEST by John
D. Mitchell. The first of Mitchell's lost mine
books is now available after having been out of
print for years. Reproduced from the original
copy and containing 54 articIe:s based on ac-
counts from people Mitchell interviewed. He
spent his entire adult life investigating reports
and legends of lost mines and treasures of the
Southwest. Hardcover, illustrated, 175 pages,
$7.50.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE HANDBOOK by James T
Crow and Cameron Warren. Packed into thia
volume is material gathered from actual experil
ence and presented in a detailed manner so
can easily be followed and understood. Highlv
recommended for anyone interested in bacM
country driving, Paper, illustrated, 96 p, $2.50|

REDIGGING THE WEST for old time bottles bJ
Lynn Blumenstein. One of the better bottle books!
with 700 photographs. Paperback, $-4.25.

}8
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HOW TO COLLECT ANTJQUI: BOTTLES by John
C. Tibbitts. A fascinating ins ght of early Ameri-
ca as seen through the ey?s of the medicine
companies and their advert sing almanacs. Ex-
cellent book for avid bottle collectors and those
just starting. Also includes :hcipters on collect-
ing, locations and care of ocrtles. Heavy, slick
paperback, well illustrated, 1 1 8 pages, $4.00.

GOLD RUSH COUNTRY by Ihe Editors of Sunset
Books. A revised and up-d 3ted practical guide
to California's Mother Lode country. Divided
into geographical areas for easy weekend
trips, the 3x11 heavy paperback new edition
is ppefusely illustrated witl motos and maps.
Special feafures and anecdotes of historical and
present day activities. 4 -co or cover 96 pages.
$1.95.

DESERT GEM TRAILS

DESERT GEM TRAILS by Mary Frances Strong. One
of the most popular and aLtho'itative books on
the Mojave and Colorado D< sers has been com-
pletely revised and update:!. Detailed mileage
maps, photographs, history, landmarks, etc.
make this book tops in it: field. Heavy slick
paperback, 80 pages, $2.00

BURIED TREASURE & LOST MINES by Frank Fish.
One of the original treasure hunters provides

I data on 93 lost bonanzas, mony of which he per-
Isonally searched for. He died under mysterious
(circumstances in 1968 after leading an adven-
turous life. Illustrated with photos and maps,
[paperback, 68 pages, $2.00.

IDEAD MEN DO TELL TALES by Lake Erie Schaefer.
|A sequel to BURIED TREASURE & LOST MINES by
(Frank Fish, the author knew :ish for many years
land claims he was murdered. Her book adds
lother information on alleged las' bonanzas, plus
(reasons why she thinks Fish did not die a natural
Ideath as stated by the authorities. Paperback,
Il lustrated, 80 pages, $3.00

TRAMP ACROSS THE CONTINENT by Charles
ILummis. First published in 1892, Ihis is a re-
Iprint of the personal exper ences of the west-
lern historian who, in 1884, walked from Ohio
Ito Los Angeles, covering ' 507 miles in 143
Idays. Lummis writes in a ma ter-of-fact man-
Iner of adventures which make fascinating
Ireading and give a keen insight into the people
lhe encountered. This is a clcssic of Western
• Americana. Hardcover, 270 pages, $8.50.

I M A M M A L S OF DEEP CANYON by R. Mark Ryan.
•A study of the habits of more han 40 animals
Iliving in the Deep Canyon Research Area in the
Colorado Desert. The site was selected because
fts ecology is typical of des<;rf5 throughout the
vorld. Pape'back, illustrated 137 pages, $2.95.

I.OST MINES & BURIED TREASURES ALONG THE
3LD FRONTIER by John D. Milchell. The second
pf Mitchell's books on lost m nes which was out-
pf-print for many years is available again. Many
pf these appeared in DESFRT Mgazine years
pgo and these issues are n :i longer available.
Klew readers will want to read these. Contains
lhe original map first published with the book
pud one pinpointing the aieos of lost mines.
Aitchells personal research :md investigation

rias gone into the book. Hardcover, 240 pages,
67.50.

SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN TRIBES by Tom Bahti.
An excellent description, history and current
status of the Indians of the Southwest, including
dates of their ceremonies and celebrations. Pro-
fusely illustrated with 4-color photographs of
the Indian Country and the arts and crafts of
the many tribes. Large format, heavy paper-
back, 72 pages, $2.00.

THREE PATHS ALONG A RIVER by Tom Hudson.
The San Luis Rey River in California's San Diego
County played an important part in tthe history
of the West. Dramatic account of the Indians,
Spaniards and Americans who settled the area.
Hardcover, 239 pages, $6.00.

WEST OF DAWN by Hugh D'Autremont. The
author's account of his life of adventure which
started in the 1930s during which he looked
for lost mines, prospected for gold in Mexico
and hardrock mined in California. Reads like a
fictional wild west novel. Hardcover, 187 pages,
$5.00.

NORTHWESTERN ARIZONA GHOST TOWNS by
Stanley W. Paher. Directions to and history about
23 of Arizona's most famous ghost towns. His-
torical photographs and artist sketches enhance
editorial content. Large, 11x14 format, slick
paperback, 48 pages, $2.95.

BARBED WIRE HANDBOOK by Thomas E. Turner.
Contains 418 different kinds of barbed wire
and associated items, described and illustrated
with line drawings. Current value prices. Paper-
back, 102 pages $3.95.

OUT FROM LAS VEGAS by Florine Lawlor. Only
a few miles from the gambling casinos and
neon lights of Las Vegas are four-wheel-drive
trails and passenger car roads rich in history
and scenery. Paperback, illustrated, 36 p. $1.00

CAMPING HANDBOOK by Editors of Sunset
Books. Complete information on how to go
camping without making it a drudgery. Includes
selecting and transporting equipment, public
and private campgrounds, maps, types and
renting of vehicles, cooking, etc. Large Sunset
format, illustrated, paperback, 96 pages, $1.95.

50 YEARS IN DEATH VALLEY by Harry P. Gower.
First hand account of the dramatic mining years
by a man who spent his life in the mysterious
valley. Describes the famous characters of Death
Valley, Paperback, illustrated, 145 pages, $2.95

LOWER CALIFORNIA GUIDE BOOK by Gerhard
and Gulick. The authors have revised the third
edition to bring it up to date. Veteran travelers
in Baja California would not venture south of
the border without this authoritative volume. It
combines the fascinating history of every loca-
tion, whether it be a town, mission or aban-
doned ranch, with detailed mileage maps and
locations of gasoline supplies, water and other
needed information on Baja. 243 pages with
three color folded map, 16 detailed route maps,
4 city maps, 22 illustrations. Hardcover $6.50.

BAJA CALIFORNIA OVERLAND by L. Burr Belden.
Practical guide to Lower California as far as La
Paz by auto with material gleaned from exten-
sive study trip sponsored by Univ. of Calif. In-
cludes things to see and accommodations. Paper-
back. $1 .95.

OLD ARIZONA TREASURES by Jesse Rascoe. Con
taining many anecdotes not previously covered
in Arizona histories, this new book covers haci-
endas, stage stops, stage routes, mining camps,
abandoned forts, missions and other historical
landmarks. Paperback, 210 pages, $3.00.

EXPLORING JOSHUA TREE by Roger Mitchell.
Excellent guide to Joshua Tree National Monu-
ment in Southern California. Paper. $1.00.

THE OREGON DESERT by E. R. Jackman and R.
A. Long. Filled with both facts and anecdotes,
this is the only book on the little known but
fascinating deserts of Oregon. Anyone who reads
this book will want to visit the areas—or wish
they could. Hardcover, illustrated, 407 pages,
$6.50.
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TRAVEL GUIDE TO ARIZONA by Editors of Sun-
set Books. Beautiful photographs descriplive ma-
terial, history and up-to-date maps make this
an excellent tour guide to both the northern
and southern sections of Arizona. Large Sun-
set format, ^our-color cover, heavy paperback,
96 pages, $1.95.

TRAVEL GUIDE TO UTAH by Editors of Sunset
Books. Same format and size as their Arizona
Guide (above). $1 .95 .

TRAVEL GUIDE TO NEVADA by Editors of Sunset
Books. Also the same format and size as their
Arizona (above] and Utah Guide Books. $1.95.

SUN, SAND AND SOLITUDE by Randall Hender-
son. For more than 50 years Randall Henderson
has traveled across the deserts of the West until
today he is known as the voice and prophet of
this region of mystery, solitude and beauty
Founder of Desert Magazine in 1931, he has de-
voted his life to understanding the great out-
doors. His second and latest book is a culmin-
ation of his experiences, thoughts and philoso-
phy. Hardcover, deluxe format, deckle-edged
paper, 16 pages full color, excellent illustrations,
$7.95.

CORONADO'S CHILDREN by J. Frank Doby. Ori-
ginally published in 1930, this book about lost
mines and buried treasures of the West, is a
classic and is as vital today as when first written.
Dobie was not only an adventurer, but a scholar
and a powerful writer. A combination of legends
and factual background. Hardcover, 376 pages,
$3.95.

THE NORTH AMERICAN DESERTS by Edmund C.
Jaeger. A long-time authority on all phases of
desert areas and life, Dr. Jaeger's book on the
North Ameican Deserts should be carried where-
ever you travel. It not only describes each of the
individual desert areas, but has illustrated sec-
tions on desert insects, reptiles, birds, mammals
cind plants. 315 pages, illustrated photographs,
line drawings and maps. Hardcover. $5.95.

BIRDS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DESERTS by Gusie
Thomas Smith. Thirty-one of the most commonly
sighted birds of the Southwest are described and
illustrated in 4-color artist drawings. Heavy
paperback, 68 pages, $3.50.
GRAND CANYON TREKS by Harvey Butchard. De
tailed description and directions of hiking trails
into the Grand Canyon by a man who has spent
all of his life exploring the Arizona gorge. Paper-
back, illustrated, 69 pages, $1.95.
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SELDOM SEEN SLIM by Tom Murray. Profiles and
vignettes of the colorful "single blanket jackass
prospectors" who lived and died as they looked
for gold and silver in Death Valley. Slick paper-
back, exclusive photos of the old-timers, 65
pages, $3.00.

CALIFORNIA by David Muench and Ray At-
keson. Two of the West's greatest color pho-
tographers have presented their finest works
to create the vibrations of the oceans, lakes,
mountains and deserts of California. Their
photographic presentations, combined with the
moving text of David Toll, makes this a classic
in Western Americana. Large 11x14 format,
heavy slick paper, hardcover, 200 4-color
photographs, 186 pages, $25.00.

MY CANYONLANDS by Kent Frost. A vivid ac-
count of the early exploration of Utah's Can-
yonlands by the author who spent his entire
life exploring America's new national park and
who presently runs a guide service through the
scenic country. Hardcover, artist illtstrations,
1 60 pages, $6.95.

OLD MINES AND GHOST CAMPS OF NEW MEXI-
CO by Fayette Jones. Reprinted from New Mexi-
co Mines and Minerals, 1905. Covers mines and
camps up to that date only. Descriptive land-
marks make it easy for a reader to identify lo-
cations. Illustrated with photos and digrams.
Paperback, 214 pages, $4.00.

GHOST TOWNS OF THE COLORADO ROCKIES
by Robert L. Brown. Written by the author of
Jeep Trails to Colorado Ghost Towns this book
deals with ghost towns accessible by passen-
ger car. Gives directions and maps for finding
towns along with historical backgrounds. Hard-
cover, 401 pages, $6.25.

MINES OF DEATH VALLEY by L. Burr Belden.
About fabulous bonanzas, prospectors and lost
mines. Paperback. $1.95.

GOLDEN MIRAGES by Philip A. Bailey. Out of
print for more than 20 years, this was a collec-
tor s item. A valuable book for lost mines and
buried treasure buffs, it is beautifully 'written
and gives first-hand interviews with old-timer:,
long since passed away. Excellent for research
and fascinating for arm-chair readers. Hardcover,
illustrated, 353 pages, $9.95.
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EXPLORING CALIFORNIA'S BYWAYS by Russ
Leadabrand. Excellent travel guides to passenger
car areas by a veteran explorer and popular
writer. All books are heavy, slick paperback with
detailed maps, illustrations and historical back-
ground, 180 pages and $1.95 each. STATE
WHICH VOLUME WHEN ORDERING. Vol. 1, Kings
Canyon to Mexican Border; 2, In and Around Los
Angeles; 3, Desert Country; 4, Mountain Country.

GUIDEBOOKS TO CALIFORNIA AREAS by Russ
Leadabrand. These books are exactly the same
format and price ($1.95 each] as Leadabrand's
books described above. The five different guides
are: Guidebook to San Bernardino Mountains,
Guidebook to Sunset Range, Guidebook to Mojave
Desert and Guidebook to Southern Sierra Moun-
tains. ORDER EACH BY COMPLETE TITLE.

THE MAN WHO WALKED THROUGH TIME by
Colin Fletcher. An odysse/ of a man who lived
simply and in solitude for two months as he
hiked through the Grand Canyon. Combining
his physical prowess with Thoreau-like observa-
tions, the au'hor has written a book of great
magnitude. Hardcover, illustrated, 239 pages
$6.95.

LOST MINES AND HIDDEN TREASURES by Leland
Lovelace. Authoritative and exact accounts give
locations and fascinating data about a lost lakr
of gold in California, bjried Aztec ingots in
Arizona, kegs of coins, and all sorts of exciting
booty for treasure seekers. Hardcover, $4.95.

MOCKEL'S DESERT FLOWER BOOK by Henry and
Beverly Mockel. The well-known painter of
desert wildflowers has combined his four-color
sketches and black and white photographs to
describe in detail so the layman can easily
identify wildf lowers, both large and small.
Microscopic detail makes this an outstanding
book for identification. Special compressed fiber
cover which will not stain. 54 full-color illustra-
tions with 72 life-size drawings and 39 photo-
graphs, 316 pages, $5.95.

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PARKS by the editors
of Sunset Books. This new edition, like other
Sunset Books, is well illustrated and gives com-
plete information about California and national
parks. Large forma', slick paperback, 80 pages,
$1 .95.

EARTHQUAKE COUNTRY by Robert lacopi. Pub
I ished by Sunset Books, this well illustrated
book separates fact from fiction and shows
where faults are located, what to do in the
event of an earthquake, past history and what
to expect in the future. Highly recommended for
all Californians. Large format, slick paperback,
160 pages, $2.95.

HISTORY OF THE SIERRA NEVADA by Francis P.
Farquharn. A lively history of the Spaniards,
Argonauts, pioneers, military troops and rail-
road builders who conquered the rugged Sierra
Nevada Mountains which formed on early-day
400-mile-long barrier along the California and
Nevada border. Paperback, illustrated, ?6?
pages, $2.65.

DESERT OVERVIEW MAPS by Wes Chambers.
Using topographic maps as basic underlays, Wes
has compiled two excellent detailed maps for
back country explorers of the Mojave and Color-
ado Deserts. Maps show highways, gravel roads,
jeep trails plus historic routes and sites, old
wells, which are not on modern-day maps, plus
ghost towns, Indian sites, etc. Mojave Desert
Overview covers from U.S. 395 at Little Lake to
Boulder City, Nevada, to Parker Dam to Victor-
ville. Colorado Desert Overview covers from the
Mexican border to Joshua Tree National Monu-
ment to Banning tc the Arizona side of the
Colorado. S3.00 each, ^e certain to state which
map (or both) when ordering.

30,000 MILES IN MEXICO by Nell Murbarger.
Joyous adventures of a trip by pick-up camper
made by two women from Tijuana to Guate-
mala. Folksy and entertain ing, as well as in-
structive to others who might make the frip.
Hardcover, 309 pages, $6.00.

GHOST TOWNS OF THE NORTHWEST by Norman
D. Weis. The ghost-town country of the Pacific
Northwest including trips to many little-known
areas, is explored in this first-hand factual and
interesting book. Excellent photography. Best
book to date on ghost towns of the Northwest.
Maps. Hardcover, heavy slick paper, 319 pages.
$6.95.

SPEAKING OF INDIANS by Bernice Johnston.
An authority on the Indians of the Southwest,
the author has presented a concise well-written
book on the customs, history, crafts, ceremonies
and what the American Indian nas contributed
to the white man's civilization. A MUST for
both students and travelers touring the Indian
Country. Heavy paperback, 10x7 format, illus-
trated, 1 12 pages, $2.50.

SOUTHWEST INDIAN COUNTRY by the Editors
of Sunset Books. A concise and comprehensive
guide covering the 48 reservations and Pueblo
villages in Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and
Colorado. Includes what to see, how to buy,
conduct, history, and ceremonials. Large format,
colored illustrations, heavy paperback, 80
pages, $1 .95.

BOTTLE RUSH U.S.A. by Lynn Blumenstein. An
excellent book for identifying old bottles with
photographs of over 700 items and current price
list. Background bottle information. 184 pages,
paperback, $4.25.

THE INTIMATE DESERT by Walter Collin O'Kane.
From the very beginning to the final chapter,
the author takes you with him as he gives on
intimate insight into the lives of the plants
and animals of the ''hidden'' deserts of the
West. His excellent prose brings the desert king-
dom to life. Hardcover, 143 pages, $2.95.

DEATH VALLEY JEEP TRAILS by Roger Mitchell.
Although a system of paved roads covers Death
Valley National Monument, there is even a
larger network oi back country roads leading
to old mining camps, stamp mills and other
little-known areas of interest. The author has
provided a guide to these places for explorers
with back country vehicles. Paperback, illustra-
ted, 36 pages, $1 .00.

MINES OF THE EASTERN SIERRA by Mary De-
Decker. Facts about the mines on the eastern
slope of the Sierra Nevada and nyo Mountains.
Paper. $1.95.

! ,ct s (in I Yospucl in^ I *

LET'S GO PROSPECTING by Edward Arthur.
Facts and how-to-do-it on prospecting are pre-
sented by the author who has spent 30 years
searching for gems and minerals in Caiifornia.
For those who think there ore no more valuables
left in California, they will find a new field in
this informative book. Includes marketing data,
map:;, potential buyers for discoveries. Large
8x10 format, illustrated, heavy paperback, 84
pages, $3.95.

MINES OF THE HIGH DESERT by Donald Dean
Miller. Describes life at the New Dale, Virginia
Dale, Supply and other early mine:; of the high
desert country around Joshua Tree National
Monument in California. Photos and map. Paper-
back. $1 .95.

ORDER FROM DESERT MAGAZINE BOOK SHOP, PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA 92260.



TRAVEL GUIDES TO BA.JA CALIFORNIA by Ken
and Caroline Bates. Published the Editors of
Sunset Books, this is a usefjl book on Baja and
should be a companion piece to Gerhard and
Gulick's Lower California Handbook and Cliff
Cross's Baja by Road, Airjilcine and Boat. The
Bates' book takes the reader to the people with
text, photographs and maps. Anyone going to
Baja should have all three books. Large 8x10
format, heavy paperback, 30 pages, $1.95.

GREENWATER by Harold Weight. Called the
"monumental swindle of the century' this is

the story of the 1906 stcmpede to the Black
Mountains and how $30,COO,000 disappeared.
Paperback, historic photos 34 pages. $1.00.

EXPLORING DEATH VALLEY by Ruth Kirk. Good
photos and maps with time est mates from place
to place ancf geology, natural history and
human interest information ir eluded. Paperback.
$1 .95.

MEXICAN COOK BOOK by fhe Editors of Sun-
set Books. Mexican recipes for American cooks,
thoroughly tested and suited for products avail-
able in the United States. Includes comprehen-
sive shopping guide, all conking techniques and
recipes from soups to desserts and drinks. Large
slick paper format, well il u^t'ated, 96 pages,
$1.95.

JEEP TRAILS TO COLORADO GHOST TOWNS by
Robert L. Brown. An illustrated, detailed, infor-
mal history of life in the mining camps deep in
Colorado Rockies. Fifty-eigh' "owns are included
the almost inaccessible mountain fastness of the
as examples of the vigoroi G struggle for exist-
ence in the mining camps of the West. 239
pages, illustrated, cnc\ she e1 mao. Hardcover.
S5.5O.

j SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN ARTS & CRAFTS by Tom
Bahti. Beautifully illustrated with 4-color photo-
graphs, this book describes the arts and crafts
of the Indians of the Southvt-st and offers sug-
gestions on what to buy and how to judge
authentic jewelry, rugs, boskets and pottery.
Large format, heavy paperback, 32 pages,
$1.00.

INAVAJO RUGS, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE by
I Gilbert S. Maxwell. Concern?, the h i story, legends
land descriptions of Nava o rugs. Full color
l p h o t o s . Paper, $2 .50 .

THE WEEKEND TREASURE HUNTER by A. H.
Ryan. A companion book to -vs Weekend Gold

I Miner, this volume is also concise and packed
Iwith information on what to cok for and what
I to do with your treasure a ter you have found
Jit. Subjects range from Beach Combing to Sunk-
len Treasures. Paperback, 76 pages, $1.95.

|cAMPING AND CLIMBING IN BAJA by John W.
Robinson. Contains excellen! naps and photos,

guidebook to the Sierra San Pedro Martir and
rhe Sierra Juarez of uppe 3a j a Calif. Much
bf this lanci is unexplored and unmapped still,
liar routes to famous ranches ard camping spots
In palm-studded canyons /vith trout streams
lempt weekend tourists who aren't up to hiking.
Paperback, 96 pages, $2.95

I E S E R T PLANTS AND PEOPLE by Sam Hicks. Tells
low primitive desert dwellers I'ind sustenance,
lie I ter, beverages and heeling medicines in
|ature. Hardcover. $5.95.

CALIFORNIA DESERT WILD FLOWER5 by Philip
Munz, Illustrated with colored photos and de-
scriptive text by one of the deserts finest bot-
anists. Paperback. $2.95.

A FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN REPTILES AND
AMPHIBIANS by Robert C. Stebbins. A Peterson
Field gu ide . 207 species, 5 6 9 i l lus t ra t ions, 185

in fu l l color, 192 maps. The best book of this

type. Hardcover. $4 .95 .

NEVADA'S TURBULENT YESTERDAYS by Don Ash-
baugh. The best book about Nevada's ghost
towns and the rugged individuals who built
them. 346 pages, $7.95.

INYO MONO JEEP TRAILS by Roger Mitchell.
Author of DEATH VALLEY JEEP TRAILS, veteran
explorer Mitchell takes you on 1 8 different
4-wheel-drive trips into the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, where he explores ghost towns, In-
dian territory and scenic canyons and moun-
tain passes. Paperback, 36 pages, iliust., $1.00.

LOST LEGENDS OF THE WEST by Brad Williams
and Choral Pepper. The authors examine the
"lore, legends, characters and myths that grew
out of the Oid West" in a sequel to their popu-
lar first book, The Mysterious West. Included
among the more than 20 "lost legends" are
such intriguing subjects as lost bones, lost
ladies, lost towns, and lost diamonds. Hard-
cover, illustrated, 192 pages, $5.95.

GOLD MINES OF CALIFORNIA by Jack R. Wag-
ner. Illustrated history of the most productive
mines of the Mother Lode country with descrip-
tions and anecdotes about the people who own-
ed the mines and the roles they played In the
development of California. Profusely illustrated
with rare photographs, the author has chron-
icled California's greatest and most exciting
era. Large 9x1 1 format, 300 photos and maps,
hardcover, 259 pages, 10.00.

ON DESERT TRAILS by Randall Henderson, foun-
der and publisher of Desert Magazine for 23
years. One of the first good writers to reveal
the beauty of the mysterious desert areas. Hen-
derson's experiences, combined with his com-
ments on the desert of yesterday and today,
make this a MUST for those who really want
to understand the desert. 375 pages, illustrated.
Hardcover. $6.95.

DUTCH OVEN COOKBOOK by Don Holm. Wild
life editor of the Portland Oregonian, the author
has spent his life exploring and writing about
the outdoors, so his recipes for preparing food
in a Dutch Oven come from experience. If you
haven't had food cooked in a Dutch Oven, you
haven't Iived . . . and if you have you will
find these recipes new and exciting culinary
adventures—a;; well as his style of writing.
Heavy paperback, 106 pages, $3.95.

MEXICO by Auto, Camper, Trailer by Cliff
Cross. Revised edition. Excellent guide with in-
formation on trailer parks, butane and ice sup-
pliers and street maps for villages and cities.
New enlarged edition includes Baja and Yuca-
tan. Large format, paperback. $3.5 0.

WHERE TO TAKE YOUR CHILDREN IN SOUTH-
ERN CALIFORNIA by Davis Dutton and Tedi Pi I-
green. Now the kids have their own book so
they can help mother and dad plan the next
safari to unusual places which are of interest
to both generations. Slick paperback, illustrated,
121 pages, $1.95.

HOW AND HERE TO PAN GOLD by Wayne
Winters. Convenient paperback handbook with
information on staking claims, panning and re-
covering placer gold. Maps and drawings.
$2.00.
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ANZA-BORREGO DESERT GUIDE by Horace Par-
ker. Third edition of this well-illustrated and
documented book is enlarged considerably. Tops
among guidebooks, it is equally recommended
for research material In an area that was crossed
by Anza. Kit Carson, the Mormon Battalion,
'49ers, Railroad Survey parties, Pegleg Smith, the
Jackass Mail, Butterfield Stage, and today's
adventurous tourists. 139 pages, cardboard
cover, $3.50.

BOTTLES AND RELICS by Marvin and Helen
Davis. This latest bottle book has more than 30
pages of full-color illustrations with the bottles
shown in natural settings. In addition to the
color there are also dozens of black and white
photos of more than 500 bottles. H also includes
sections of collection and display of relics such
as guns, horns, cooking utensils and other col
lectors' items. Slick paperback, 155 pages, four-
color cover. $5.00.

COLORFUL DESERT WILDFLOWERS by Grace and
Onas Ward. Segregated into" categories of red,
blue, white and yellow for easier identification,
there are 1 90 four-color photos of flowers found
in the Mojave, Colorado and Western Arizona
deserts, all of which also have common and
scientific names plus descriptions. Heavy, slick
paperback. $4.50.

UNCLE SAM'S CAMELS, edited by Lewis Burt
Lesley, This book is the actual journal of May
Humphreys Stacey, a young man who was part
of the "camel corps under leadership of Lt.
Edward Beale. First published in 1929 this is
a fascinating account of attempts by the U.S
government to import camels from Asia to pro-
vide transportation across the deserts of the
Southwest. Stacey later became a colonel in
the U.S. Arrny. A good description of how the
camels were purchased; and Beale s report to
the Secretary of War. Hardcover, 298 pages,
$8.00.

GHOST TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS OF CALI-
FORNIA by Remi Nadeau. The only good, hard-
cover book on thp California ghost luwnr,. Wo
recommend it highly. $7.50.

1200 BOTTLES PRICED by John C. Tibbitts. Up
dated edition of one of the be<;t of the bottle
books, $4.95.

BOOK OF CACTUS by Harry C. Lawson. Written
for the amateur, this book tells how to plant,
care for and identify cactus found in the West.
The 36 pages contain 4 09 small photographs
and descriptions of the plants. Paperback, $2.00.
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"OR HANDLING AND MAILING ADD 50c PER ORDER and CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS 5 % STATE SALES TAX



HANDY BOOK ORDER FORM
Please send me the following books:

California residents add 5% sales tax

Handling and mailing

TOTAL

.50

i C MAGAZINE BOOK SHOP
P.O. Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260
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A rock dweller, the desert spiny lizard
lives mainly on smaller lizards and
crickets. Baerwald used a 100mm lens
to get this closeup.

Subscribe to

MAGAZINE

1 Year $5.00

% Years $9*50

3 Years; $13.00



Letters
to
the
Editor
Utters requesting omwers must include
stamped self-addre i «o envelope.

Not All Vandals.. .

I have been following your articles on the
survival of the desert w th a great deal of in-
terest and think your stand on the issue is a
most practical one.

I am a desert property owner and also a
four-wheel-drive owner. I enjoy taking my fam-
ily into the back country and seeing the great
wonders it holds. But hen we see the stupidity
of some immature gu\ who gels his kicks out
of writing names on die ruins, petroglyphs or
beautiful rock formations.

If a poll of these guys was taken and it was
discovered most of them drove Chevrolets or
Fords there would be people who would say
"everyone who drives those cars are vandals."

This would not be right by the same token
it is not right to laiel all four-wheel-drive
owners as vandals jusi because a few clowns
are. Brit since it is a fact (hat some unreasonable
people drive 4WDs, I led some regulations arc-
needed .

LARRY REYNOLDS,
Glendale, Calif.

Against Controls . .

In response to your articles on the California
desert. I can't follow your line of least resist-
ance in which you almost are resolved to some
kind of government control of our deserts.
Sir, you don't compromise with the Federal
government. We play the game according to
their rules—a rule this year, five the next and
so on.

A classic example is he Superstition Moun-
tains in Arizona where a few years ago it was
made a wilderness area and thus withdrawn
from all vehicles. Yo . had to pack in or use-
horses. Now it has b(er taken off the mineral
location privilege ami limited to 80 persons at
one time.

VX/e don't nctx] supervision of our desert by
the B.L.M. or anyone. Ml these statements made
to help the B.L.M. in Lie door are pure "dust
devils." The B.L.M. ami U.S. Forestry Service-
have already started his "limited access" to
our northern forests. I want to enjoy our land
and not have to look ; it from behind a fence-
while traveling down a freeway.

I am sorry, but I j s: cannot buy even the

slightest controls in this area. The ecology
hysteria has gotten a little out of hand, especial-
ly when it is used to restrict the rights of U.S.
citizens. Even the basis of your magazine is in
jeopardy. When the B.L.M. controls it, we can
say the desert is there but who cares if we can't
visit or use it. I say the time to say "when" is
before the bottle is uncorked.

RAY SMAGLICK,
Huntington Beach, Cailf.

It Is Fragile . . .

Reference the letter in the January issue from
Mr. Jack Edwards. Unfortunately, he is totally
and completely in error! Many people will read
his "well reasoned" arguments and accept
them as correct. They are not, not by any stretch
of the imagination. Certainly, it would seem as
if any organism that can adapt to the rigorous
abiotic environment of the desert must be hardy
indeed.

However, herein lies the fallacy. It is pre-
cisely because they have adapted that makes
these organisms so very vulnerable. In adapt-
ing, they are in a very fine tune with the en-
vironment. And while they may be able to
withstand 130° heat and lack of water, they
have little reserve to withstand added on-
slaughts. In thinking of the two most fragile-
ecosystems that come easily to mind, the Tun-
dra and the Desert, it is interesting to note-
that these are also the two with the most
severe conditions with which they must cope.

I wonder if Mr. Edwards wondered why the
scars of a quarter of a century ago (desert
maneuvers) or a half century ago or a century
ago still show so clearly, Of course, it is be-
cause they do not heal readily in this partiular
environment. I have no great quarrel with the
4WD fans but I cannot agree with him about
the vast amount of untouched space in the
desert. It is difficult to find a bush without a
few beer cans behind it, a ghost town that is
not well spray painted with names and pock-
marked with holes left by the bottle diggers
and treasure hunters, a quiet canyon that is
left in even semi-pristine condition.

I am not suggesting that all the damage, or
even a large part of it, is done by 4WDers nor
am I suggesting they be somehow corraled in
a part of the desert. All I am saying is that Mr.
Edwards is talking through his sombrero. My
qualifications to comment? Both undergradu-
ate and graduate majors in Biology/Ecology/
Geology. Also, I am now teaching Ecology, as
well as other subjects in the environmental
sciences.

THOMAS M. CONROW,
Santa Rosa. Calif.

Racing Sites . . .

I was very pleased with your articles in the
November and January issues regarding the
survival of the California deserts. I have some
acreage at Borrego Springs and also on High-
way 78 near Ocotillo Wells. It is hard to believe-
that these motorcycles, sand duggies and four-

wheel-drive vehicles are destroying the desert
vegetation.

Some of the adjacent property owners have
posted their land with "No Trespassing" signs,
but the signs are being destroyed. I am in favor
of necessary laws requiring the identification
and licensing of all desert vehicles and also for
the B.L.M. or the State of California to set aside-
sufficient land for the desert vehicles to conduct
their races with proper supervision and control.

RAY RUBOTTOM,
Long Beach, Calif.

Loners At Fault. . .

In reference to the controversial subject of

"Saving Our Desert ," I feel the only sensible-

article I have seen about this lately is the one

written by Jack Edwards in the January issue.

I have been 4-wheeling (or 15 years, having

owned seven i-wheel-drive vehicles. The pr-

centage of desert country a man can travel in a

jeep is 99 percent sand and dry washes, with

the tracks gone with the first ram, or blown

away with the next wind. The other infinitesi-

mal one percent of desert remaining would take-

forever to destroy enough of it to matter. As for
the desert being fragile, this is far from the

case. As Mr. Edwards stated, you can find any
number of places where the desert has almost

completely erased the sign of man ever having

been there.

Another point to look at is the proven fact

that rarely <.\o organized 4-wheelers destroy any

of our country. It is mostly the uninformed

loner who does not belong to a club or associa-

tion that tears up the back country. This, un-

fortunately, also applies to the dirl bikes and

dune buggy owners. The organized recreation-

alist has clone more to clean up and preserve

our deserts and mountains than all of the other

individuals put together.

If we are "saving" our desert for the public,

who ever gets back into it, except these same-

jeep, dune buggys and dirt bikes? W e are the
ones who have found pleasure- there, and we

are the last ones to want to see it destroyed.

I feel Mr. Edwards hit the nail right on the

head when he staled he sees il as just another
big source of revenue In this day and age. the

pace ol living in the metropolitan area is such

that if a person is not permitted lo get away

from it all. from time to lime, we'll all wind
up in some mental institution.

I have never bought a lot at Big Bear,

Parker, or 29 Palms, or elsewhere, because I

do not like to be confined to one place. I enjoy

seeing our greal country and you can't do this

from a freeway.

Many's the mile I have hiked to see what's

on the other side of a hill that I could have

easily driven the jeep over, but ( respect what

Goci has put here lor us to enjoy. True-, the

good Lord has made all the land he is going lo.

and I would like to see a great deal more of it

than I have so tar.

To Mr. Edward's remark. "From here it's
only five feel to Hell ." I have always thought
"it was but a few feet from Heaven."

A R T H U R B. CHAUVIE,
Manhattan Beach. California.
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•This

A place with fresh air, brilliant beaches,
clear water, great fishing and mountain val-
leys all just a few minutes from the shops,
gourmet restaurants and the downtown ex-
citement of a metropolitan city.

Utah. A place where you can see a tem-
ple hand-carved from granite! Or float like a
cork on the Great Salt Lake. Or peer down
a full mile into the world's largest open-pit
copper mine.

Utah! The choices are enormous. Good
nature abounds. There's more to do here
than you'll have time for in just one vacation.

But try.

Enjoy Utah, the good-natured state.
Get clipping! We'll send you a colorful Discover Utah
travel kit free.

• Name

Address.

City

State. -Zip.

Mail to: Utah Travel Council
Dept. B-12 Salt Lake City, Utah 84114


